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REPORT ON
UN ITED STATES
TRAPE BARRIERS
AND UNFAIR PRACTICES
~

It Is widely acknowledged that the expansion of International trade Is
a necessary condition for sustained world economic growth. The need to
reinforce and extend the multi lateral trading system In order to
facl I ltate International exchange and promote development on a worldwide scale Is the driving force behind the present Uruguay Round of
GATT negotiations. Like the European Community, the United States has
repeatedly expressed I-ts commitment to free tra.de and to the ongoing
multi lateral trade negotiations.
This report Illustrates that although the United States Is In general
terms a comparatively open economy It, nevertheless, maintains numerous
unfair or discriminatory practices and legislative provisions which
Impede and distort trade and which undermine the multilateral trade
regime Itself. It demonstrates that, contrary to popular belief In the
US, the US Is not free of the types of trade barriers condemned In Its
National Trade Estimate Report on Foreign Trade Barriers.
The I 1st of measures set out In this report Is by no means exhaustive.
In particular, It does not reflect adequately the obstacles to the free
flow of services, Investment and technology, areas of ever growing
Importance In today's global economy. Similarly, the problem of the
extraterritorial reach of US legislation Is not treated In detail. It
Is also a matter for concern that the Defense Department spends huge
sums In supporting Research and Development, Indirectly subsldlslng Its
clvl I as wei I as Its ml 1 ltary appl !cations. It should also be
remembered that the US maintain a number of quantitative restrictions
on Imports and benefits from certain volontary restraint agreements.
The report does, however, give a good lndlcat lon of the var lety and
scope of the barriers faced by economic operators seeking to export to
or Invest In the United States, as wei I as of the unfair pressures and
uncertainty to which they are subjected as a result of the often
arbitrary and unl lateral nature of much of US Trade legislation.
It would be Incorrect to wish to ascribe all the barriers and unfair
practices I lsted In this report to growing protectionism In the United
States. However, this Is undoubtedly the case to some extent, as a
certain temptation to protect the domestic US market Is created by the
persistent US current account deficit, and It Is certainly true of
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those elements of US trade legislation which are Incompatible with the
multilateral obligations of the United States (e.g. mandatory.
unl lateral action under section 301). Nevertheless other factors can be
identified which lead to the types of measures described.
For example. a piece of legislation which has been adopted for valid
domest lc reasons can have an unintended negat lve Impact on the trade
rights and opportunities of third countries. Thus. In general.
divergent systems of economic regulation In different countries can
give rise to problems between them. It Is normal to solve such problems
through bilateral consultation. with reference to International rules
and using multi lateral procedures where these are relevant.
However. the practices Identified In this report raise doubts whether
the United States Is sufficiently committed to the multi lateral system
which provides the main reference point for resolving disputes. This Is
suggested not only by the adoption of numerous elements of trade
legis I at ion which conflict with multilateral rules. but also by the
taking of clearly Illegal measures (e.g. the unilateral retaliatory
measures taken subsequent to the Community's directive banning the use
of hormones for fattenIng I i vestock Intended for human consumption In
the Community), by the Inordinate time taken to bring US legislation
into conformity with the rul lngs of GATT panels (e.g. on Customs user
fees, and Sect ion 337), and by the Inadequate US part lclpat lon In
International rule-making.
The latter Is particularly striking with respect to the lukewarm US
participation In International standard-setting. Its non-adherence to
the relevant annexes of the Kyoto Convention on rules of origin and the
exemptions It seeks to International rules for the Increasingly
important economic regulatory activities of Its States.
The Community Is concerned by the extent to which non-tariff barriers
to Its exports now seem to be more and more at the State rather than at
the Federal level. In the US, an Increasing proportion of procurement
Is at the state level. whl le State regulations on taxation. on
financial and professional services. In the area of standards. etc . •
create serious handicaps to doing business In the US market.
Indeed, It Is becoming clear that one of the major difficulties of
selling Into the US market Is the extent to which the market Is
heterogeneous and fragmented. The Commission wl I I be paying Increasing
attention to this phenomenon In the future.
In contrast, the Community market Is moving rapidly to an open.
competitive Single Market. In which companies can sel I a single product
to 325 ml I I ion consumers through a single distribution system and with
a single marketing concept.
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In conclusion, It Is Indispensable for the US to el lmlnate the
unl lateral elements of Its legislation and bring It fully Into
conformity. with multI laterally agreed ruJes. The Commission remains
convinced that the opportunity Is aval lable during the coming months to
deal with many of the problems tdentlfled In this report provided that
the necessary pol ltlcal wl I I Is brought to bear. In particular, many of
these Issues can be addressed wIthIn the Uruguay Round negot I at Ions
and other multi lateral fora .
In addition, the reinforcement of the EC/US dialogue, which Is
currently under way will provide the opportunity of Increasing the
level of understanding with respect to each other's legislation and to
avoid future divergencies ~
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I.

US trade legislation
A.

Section 301 of the trade act of 1988

1.

oescrlptlon

Section 301 Is the statute under US law dealing with "unfair"
foreign trade practices and measures to be taken to combat them.
Major changes were made to Sect Jon 301 under the Trade Act of
1988. By substantial Jy reducing the discretion aval table to the US
authorities In administering the Act, the changes make It much more
I lkely that GATT-I I legal unl lateral action wl I I be taken to redress
allegedly unfair trade practices.
In fact, mandatory action,
subject only to a few narrowly drawn waivers, Is required In
certain case~.
In others some discretion, albeit reduced,
remains. Furthermore, the scope of the statute has been enlarged
to Include new categories of practices.
The Trade Act also Introduced a new procedure - the so-called
"Super 301" -whereby USTR Is required to Identify priority unfair
trade practices and priority foreign countries and Initiate
Section 301 Investigations with a view to negotiating an agreement
to eliminate or compensate for the alleged foreign practice. If no
agreement Is reached with the foreign country concerned, then
unl lateral retal latory action Is to be taken.
An additional new provision Is the "Special 301" procedure
concerning Intellectual property (IP) protection. This provision
requires the Administration to Identify priority foreign countries
It considers to be denying adequate IP rights to US firms. This can
under certain conditions lead to unl lateral measures by the US.
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

Unilateral action under Section 301 on the basis of a unilateral
determination without authorisation from the GATT contracting
parties Is Illegal under the GATT. Such unilateral action runs
counter to basic GATT principles and Is In clear violation of
specific provisions of the General Agreement. Except In the fields
of dumping and subsldlsatlon, where autonomous action Is possible,
measures taken against other parties must be sanctioned by the GATT
Contracting Parties.
The US used the Section 301 procedure twice against the Community
In 1989 . first on 1 January when retal latory measures were
Introduced against the EC In the hormones dispute (see below), and
then, when on 5 July, the USTR made a determination of unfairness
with respect to the EC ol !seeds regime.
Additionally, the US has repeatedly used the threat of Section 301
action In 1989, In flagrant violation of GATT rules. The disputes
concerning canned fruit, shlpbul ldlng and Airbus are cases In
point.
The Community will continue to defend Its GATT rights
whenever Section 301 Is used to the detriment of Its trading
rights.
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B.

Hormones Dispute- US Unilateral Action

1.

Description

A recent example of the use of Section 301 action by the US was the
retaliation against the EC In the hormones dispute when the US
raised tariffs to 100% In January 1989 on selected EC foodstuffs
(Community directive (No 146/88), prohibits the use of certain
hormones In livestock farming but does not discriminate between
Community producers and those of third countries).
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

These trade sanctions were estimated to be worth $100 ml I I !on.
In an attempt to de-escalate the trade dispute a Task Force was set
up In February 1989. The Task Force met several times but US
exports of beef to the Community did not significantly Improve as
the traditional big US exporters do not produce hormone-free beef
and beef prIces In the US are going up so that there Is II tt le
Incentive to export. Consequently, the US has only readjusted Its
retal latlon measures marginally.
Within the GATT, the large majority of Contracting Parties have
voiced their disapproval of the retaliation measures. The
Community, on 11 October 1989, obtained the consent of the Chairman
of the GATT Council and the Director General to hold Informal
consultations In their personal capacities, In an endeavour to find
a solution to the hormones dispute, but the framework of these
consultations has not yet been agreed.
The Harkin Amendment, signed by the President In mid-December 1989
relates to the supply and transport of US meat to US Military
Commissaries In Europe which normally purchase European beef. The
Congressional background of this measure leaves no doubt as to Its
purpose. The Congressional Record of 1 August 1989 Indicates that
Senator Harkin "offered his amendment because the EC put a ban on
all US meat and meat products that were using hormones". In a
recent Interview USTR HI I Is added that the US Intends to implement
this measure In due course and the US has since confirmed that they
are not prepared to readjust theIr ret a II at ion measures to take
account of the negative effects on EC beef exports.
In the Commission's view these new measures would constitute an
effect lve Increase In 1990 of at least $55 million to the US
retal latlon measures taken in response to the EEC's hormones
directive.

c.

Telecommunications- Trade Act

1.

oescrlptlon

The "Telecommunications Trade Act of 1988" Is analogous to 'Super
;301' In that It Is based on Identif-Ication of 'priority countries'
for negotiation and the threat of unilateral action (e.g.
termination of trade agreements, use of S. 301 and bans on
government procurement) If US objectives are not met.

(2)
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The stated objectives are to "provide mutually advantageous market
opportunities" to correct Imbalances in market opportunities and to
Increase US exports of telecommunications products and services.
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

The Community has been designated as a priority country under the
Act, despite the fact that a major I lberal lsatlon of the EC market
Is taking place In the context of the 1992 programme and that
negotiations on a multi lateral services agreement are under way In
the GATT-Uruguay Round negotiations.
The Community cannot accept a unl lateral determination by the US of
what constitutes a barrier or when "mutually advantageous market
opportunities" In telecommunications have been obtained. US efforts
to Initiate negotiations under threat of unl lateral retal latlon can
only hinder the multi lateral negotiations.
Nevertheless In Informal meetings the Community has provided the US
with
Information relating to the EEC legislation on the
construction of the Single Market for telecommunications. It has
also addressed actual or potential barriers to trade In the US
market which have been Identified In the telecommunications sector
(see relevant sections of this Report).
The US continues to enjoy a substantial surplus In bl lateral trade
with the EC In this sector.
D. Public procurement-Trade Act
1. oescrlptlon
The Trade Act of 1988 (Title VI I) stipulates that US procurement of
goods, from signatories to the GATT Code that are "not In good
standing" with the Code, shal I be denied. Procurement prohibition
Is also mandated against any country which discriminates against
US suppliers In Its procurement of goods or services, whether
covered or not by the Code, and where such discrimination
constitutes a "significant and perslstant pattern or practice" and
results In Identifiable Injury to US business.
To this effect, the US President Is required to establish, not
later than 30 Apr I I 1990, a report on t~e foreign countries which
discriminate against us products or services In their procurement.
By 30 Apr I I 1990, those foreign countries which discriminate
against US suppl lers, have to be Identified by the USTR. The USTR
wl I I then have one of two possible courses of action:
It may resort to unl lateral action against the offending
foreign country If the Code dispute-settlement fal Is to give
satisfaction to the US (for the procurement covered by the
Code).The dispute-settlement procedure should be Initiated
within 60 days after the 30 April 1990 (first week of July
1990) and shou Id be cone luded wl thIn one year (Ju I y 1991).
After that date, the President Is required to deny such
countries access to US procurement (1);
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It shall Identify foreign countries discriminating against US
suppliers In procurement not covered by the Code, and after
60 days (30 Aprfl 1990 /first week of July 1990), deny such
countries access to US procurement<1>.
2. Comments/Estimated Impact
Unl lateral US determination on whether Cod~ signatories are In
compl lance with the Code represents a violation of GATT procedures.
The latter would require the US to raise the matter In the relevant
committee and pass through a process of consultations and dispute
settlement. Unl lateral action, at any stage, to reinstitute
preferences or to ban certaIn countrIes from access ·to US
procurement would clearly be contrary to the Code provisions. Such
measures could only be authorized by the relevant committee.
Once again, the disregard for the GATT, Imp! lclt In this provision,
Is detrimental to the Uruguay Round Procurement Code negotiations
and to the shared EC-US objective of bringing more countries'
products and services under multi lateral free trade dlsclpl !nes.

(1) The procurement prohibition Is set In Section 4 of the Buy America
Act of 3.3.1933.
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II. TARIFF AND OTHER IUPORT CHARGES

A.

Tariff Barriers

1.

Descrlotlon

Numerous products_ exported from the EC are subject to h lgh US
tariffs. Certain text! le articles, ceramics, tableware, glassware,
vegetables and footwear are all subject to tariffs of 20% or more.
The
following
examples
I I lustrate
high
US
tariffs
(the
corresponding EC tariff rates are In brackets) :
Certain clothing (see note (1), end
of chapter)
Including soccer uniform and
warm ups
Sl lk and MMF/wool len-blended
fabrics (2)
Ceramic tl les. etc. (3)
Certain tableware {4)
Including hotel porcelain
dinnerware
Certain glassware (5)
Certain footwear (6)
Certain titanium (7)
Garlic and dried or dehydrated (8)
Onions
Zinc alloys {9)
2.

20-34,6% (13-14%)
35%
38% + 48,5 cents/kg (11%)
20% (8-9%)
26-35% <5,1
35%

a 13,5%>

20-38% (12%)
37.5-48% (4-6-8-20%)
15% (5-7%)
35% (16%)
19% + 48,5 cents/kg (3,5%)

Comments/Estimated Impact

Such high
products.

tariffs

reduce

EC

access

posslbl I ltles

for

these

Although It Is difficult to measure this Impact, tariff reductions
on these products would significantly Increase the competitiveness
of EC firms on the US market. High tariffs have been singled out
for higher reductions In the Community's proposal for tariff
reductions In the Uruguay Round.

B.

CUstoms User Fees

1.

Description

As a result of laws enacted In 1985 and 1986, the United States
Imposes customs user fees with respect to the arrival of
merchandise, vessels, trucks, trains, private boats and planes, as.
well as passengers. The most significant of these fees Is that
levied for the processing of formal customs entries. This appl les
to all Imported merchandise, except for products from the least
developed countries, from eligible countries under the Car lbbean
Basin Economic Recovery Act, or from United States Insular
possessions as wei I as merchandise entered under Schedule 8,
Special Classifications, of the Tariff Schedules of the United
States. In addition, the US/Canada Free Trade Agreement provides
for a progressive phasing out of the fees, effective from
1.1.94.The merchandise processing fee from December 1, 1986, to
September 30, 1987 was 0.22 percent of the value of the Imported
goods and has been fixed at 0.17% ad valorem for 1988 and 1989.
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These customs user fees, which are calculated on an ad valorem
basis, are Incompatible with the International obligations of the
United States under Articles I I and VI I I of GATT.
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

Based on the US 1989 Imports value
merchandise
processing
fee
costs
$ 145 mI I I Ions .

from
the

the Community, the
EC
approximately

At the request of the EC, the GATT Council Instituted a Panel In
March 1987, which concluded In November 1987 that the US customs
user fees .for merchandise processing were not In conformity with
the General Agreement. The Panel ruled that a CUF was not In Itself
I I legal but that It should be I lmlted In amount to the approximate
cost of services rendered.
The GATT Councl I adopted the panel report In February 1988. The CUF
remains unamended two years after the adoption of the Panel Report
despIte repeated requests from the EC and other GATT ContractIng
Parties for the US to do so. In addition, the US has failed to
offer any compensation to Its trading partners.
The failure of the us to Implement a GATT Panel Report puts the
credlbl I lty of Internationally agreed dispute settlement procedures
Into question.

c.

Other User Fees

1.

oescrlptlon

In July 1986 US customs regulations were amended to Impose customs
user fees for the arrival of passengers ($5 per arrival) and
commercial vessels ($397 per arrival, with a maximum of $5,900 per
year for the same vessel).
The United States enacted a law In October 1986 requiring the
collection of a $5 Immigration user fee for the Inspection of
passengers arriving In the United States' aboard a commercial
aircraft or vessel', effective December 1, 1986. The· United States
uses the fee to fund the UnIted States lmm Igrat Ion and
Natural lzatlon Service.
The United States also enacted a harbour maintenance fee In October
1986. The fee, which Is to finance the cost of harbour dredging
and channel maintenance, amounts to 0.04 percent of the value of
commercial cargo travel ling through United States ports. There Is a
proposal lri this ·year's budget to triple the harbour maintenance
fee to approximately 0.12 percent of cargo value.
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

In 1988, the est lmated annual cost of these fees to the EC was
$89.5 ml I lion for the passenger fee, $19.4 mill lon for the vessel
fee, and $147 ml I I lon for the harbour maintenance tax.
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D.

Tariff Reclassifications

1.

oescrlptlon

As a result of decisions by US Customs services
Introduction of the Harmonlsed System (HS), the
periodically and unl laterally changed the tariff
a number of Imported products. This has In most
an Increase In the duties payable.

and following the
United States has
classification of
cases resulted In

In particular. In Its HS. the US has Increased Its duties on
certain textIles.
Duties on wool-woven fabrics and wool/sl lk
blends (see note (10) at end of chapter) have been Increased from
33% to 36% and from 8% to 33% respectively as a result of a change
In classification by chief value to classification by chief weight
of fabric.
In addition, US tariffs for certain wool-blended tapestry (11) and
upholstery fabrics have Increased from 7% to 33% and 38% as a
result of the merging of several tariff I lnes. For acryl lc text! le
wal I coverings US tariffs have Increased from 8.5% to 12.5% (12).
Furthermore, the new classifications of agglomerate marble tiles
(13) and certain jams (14) have led to Increases In duty rates from
5.3% to.21% and from 3-7%'to 4.9-35% respectively, without having
been subject to joint HS negotiations. In the same manner. a new
classification of sugar confectlonary (Including white chocolate)
has Ied to I ncr eased duty rates and decreased quotas (from 10%
without quota or 16% with quotas to 17,5% with very I lmlted quotas)
(15). The duty Increases under the new tariff reclassification are
not justified and contravene the agreed GATT guldel lnes for
transposition to the HS.
There are other
examples of
products
being unl laterally
reclassified under the HS by the USA, leading to a significant
Increase In the duties which appl led under the former nomenclature.
These have been maintained In the HS and the Community has received
no compensation. These Include orange juice concentrate-based
products,
preflnlshed hardboard siding,
unfinished ducktype
footwear, cab chassis, Unlmog vehicles, polypropylene rope and
twine, continuous cast Iron bars, certain garments with simulated
features as non ornamented wearing apparel, and cookware of
enamel led steel bodies. This I 1st Is not exhaustive.
Similarly, the Community has cause to complain about other
reclassifications which effectively constitute a unilateral
extension of a quantitative restriction. For Instance, US Customs
reclassified wire ropes with fittings so that these now require an
export certificate for entry Into the US.
2.

Comments/Estimated lmoact

The overall Impact of tariff reclassification Is difficult to
quantify.
However, the textile tariff Increases outlined above
have serious repercussions for EC textIle exports to the US : extra
duties on wool-woven fabrics and wool/sl lk blends, mainly suppl led
by the EC, amount to approximately US$ 1.5 mlo. (average 86, 87,
88).
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E.

Tax on maritime equipment and repair of ships abroad

1.

oescrlptlon

The United States appl les a 50% ad valorem tax on :
repairs of us owned ships outside the USA and ;
Imported equipment for boats.
The basis of this tax Is Section 466 of the Tariff Act of 1930,
amended In 1971.
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

The direct revenue from the tax on repairs outside the US Is $1015 mlo on an annual basis but Its effect In terms of loss of
activity for European shipyards Is much greater (turnover of
shlpbul !ding repairs Inside the US amount ot $1.5 b!o, as compared
to $30 m!o spent on repairs outside the US).
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Notes to oolnts

A and p

Harmonized system (HS) codes of the Items concerned :
(1) The Items concerned can be found In the following headings
61.01
02
03
04
05
06

61.09
11
12
14
15

62.01
02
03
04
05
06

62.09
11
12
16

(2) 54.07.9105
9205
9305
9405

54.08.3105
3205
3305
3405

(3) 69.07
69.08

(4) 6911.1010
35
50
6912.0020

(5) 70.13.1050
2110
2910

70.13. 2920
3110
3220

70.13. 3920
9110
9910

70.13.9940
9950

(6) 64.01.1000
9100
9290
9960
9990
64.02.1930

64.02.1950
3050
3060
3070
9150
9160

64.02.9170
64.06.1025
1030
1050
64.04.1150
1160

64.04.1170
1920
1935
1940
1950

(7) 81 .08.1050
9060

(8) 07.12.2020
9040

(9) 7901.2000

( 1 0) 51 . 11. 1160
2060
3060
9000

51 . 12.1100
1960
2000
3000

51.12.9060
54.07.9105
5.4.08.3205
3305

( 11) 51.11.2060
3060
9060
12.1950

( 12) 59.05.0090

( 13) 68.10.1910

( 14) 20.07.9905
10
20
25
35

(15) 17.04.90.40
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Ill.

QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS AND IMPORT SURVEILLANCE
A.

Agricultural Import Quotas

1.

Description

The United States regulates Imports of a variety of agricultural
products through the establ lshment of Quotas. These cover certain
dairy products (Including cheese), lcecream, sugar syrups, certain
articles containing sugar (Including chocolate crumb), cotton of
certain staple lengths, cotton waste and strip, and peanuts. Whl le
these restrictions are covered by a GATT waiver, and by the
headnote to the Customs Tariff In the case of sugar, they restrict
certain EC exports to the US and have a considerable negative
effect on world markets.
Section 22 of the US Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 reQuires
Import restrictions to be Imposed when products are Imported In
such Quantities and under such conditions as to render Ineffective,
or materially Interfere with, any United States agricultural
programme. Such restrictions are a breach of GATT Articles I I and
XI.
Therefore, the United States sought and was· granted In
March 1955 a waiver, subject to certain conditions, for Its GATT
obligations under the above articles with respect to Section 22
QUotas.
More than 30 years have since elapsed and In the
Community's view the continuation of the waiver cannot be
justified.
In GATT practice a waiver Is usually of limited
duration.
Unl lateral decisions of the US administration on the appl !cation of
the cheese Import Quota In 1988 and 1989 resulted In a
globallsatlon of certain EC allocations In favour of other third
countries. Such a decision was Incompatible with the provisions of
the 1979 cheese arrangement between the EC and US.
2.

Estimated Impact

EC exports are most heav II y affected by UnIted States Quotas on
dairy products, cheese and sugar-containing articles.
In Fiscal
year 1989 Community exports to the US of dairy products and cheese
were $166 ml I I ion, whl le exports of sugar and related products were
$23.7 mI I I I on.

(3)
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B.

Import licensing for quota measures

1.

oescrlptlon

When the United States Imposes unilateral quota restrictions on
Imports, the merchandise to be cleared by customs must be
accompanied by a special Invoice authorising Importation. However,
such a clearance cannot be obtained untl I the goods are physically
In the US customs territory. Thus Importers and exporters have no
assurance at the time of the shipment that the goods wl I I be
allowed to enter the US. If the quota has been filled, the goods
must be re-exported or stocked In a warehouse unt I I a quota Is
aval lable.
The fact that the Import authorisation cannot be
obtained prior to the shipment creates a barrier to trade and Is a
violation of the GATT Agreement on Import Licensing Procedures
(Art. 2 d of the Code).
2.

Comments/Estimated lmoact

It Is difficult to quantify the total economic Impact of the above
but considerable warehouse and transportation costs are Incurred If
goods are not I lcensed Immediately up on arrival In the US.
Furthermore, the uncertainty created Is an additional obstacle to
trade.

c.

Beverages and Confectionery

1.

oescrlptlon

In May 1986 the US Introduced quotas on Imports from the Community
of certain wines, beers, apple and pear juice, and candy and
chocolate In the context of the dispute over the enlargement of the
Community. These quotas have since been sl lghtly relaxed.
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

The quotas were set at levels which have not proved restrictive,
but Importers have experienced delays In customs clearance,
particularly for beer toward the end of 1989. Uncertainty regarding
access has proved to be an obst ac Ie to trade and, In some cases,
has led Importers to look for alternative sources of supply.
D.

Vessels

1.

oescrlptlon

The use of certain categories of foreign-built
restricted In the US. This Is the case for:

vessels

Is

1.1 Fishing vessels
A US flag vessel when foreign-built, cannot be documented for
fisheries In the US's 200 ml le exclusive economic zone (46 USC
12108).
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This prohibition Is wide-ranging since the definition of
fisheries
Includes processing, storing, and transport Ing
(Commercial Fishing Industry Vessel Anti Reflagglng Act of
1987).
1.2 vessels ysed In coastwise trade

Forelgn-bul It (or rebul It) vessels are prohibited to engage In
coastwise trade either directly between two points of the US or
via a foreign port. Trade with US Island territories and
possessions Is Included In the definition of coastwise trade
(US Merchant Act of 1920- Jones Act, USC 46 883).
Moreover, the definition of vessels (Jones Act and 46 USC 390)
has been Interpreted by the US administration to cover
hovercraft and Inflatable rafts. The I Imitations on rebul ldlng
act as another discrimination against foreign materials: the
rebuilding of a vessel of over 500 GT must be carried out
within the US If It Is to engage In coastwise trade. A smaller
vessel (under 500 GT) may lose Its existing coastwise rights If
the rebuilding abroad or ·In the US with foreign materials Is
extensive (see 46 USC 883, amendments of 1956 and 1960).
1.3 Special work vessels

No fore Ign-bu I It vesse I can be documented and regIstered for
dredging (46 USC 292), towing or salvaging (46 USC 316 a, d) In
the us.
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

The analysis of EC exports to the US of certain categories of
vessels show the negative Impact of US restrictions on EC Imports
(average 84/88):
category
CN code

average EC exports
In 1000 ECUs
to the world
extra 12

fishing boats

US share

165,986

0

74,965

0

46.189

0

8901.40 + 74

vessels for
towing or pushing
89.02

dredgers
8903.11 + 91

vessels for the transport
of goods and passengers
8901.61 + 65

870,077

8 %
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IV

CUSTOMS BARRIERS

A. Excessive Invoicing reQuirements, delays In
customs clearance
1. pescrlot!on
Invoice requirements for exporting certain products to the US
can
be
excesslve.Thls
Is
particularly
the
case
for
text! las/clothing where alI shipments are subJect to the
completion of a very detailed and complicated form (Customs
Form N' 5515). Many points on this form would appear to be
Irrelevant for customs or statistical purposes .For example,
for garments with an outershell of more than one construction
or material, It Is necessary to give the relative weight,
percentage values and surface area of each component
for
outershel I components which are blends of different materials,
It Is also necessary to Include the relative weights of each
component material.
CommunIty exporters of footwear and machInery are faced wIth
the same type of complex/Irrelevant questions (e.g. a
requirement to provide the names of the manufacturers of woodworking machines, and of the numerous spare parts)
The US Customs and customs house brokers can a Iso request
propr letary business lnformat lon (e.g. list lng of Ingredients
In perfumes or composition of chemicals).
In addition, a new US Customs Directive (Accurate and Complete
Invoices) applicable to a wide range of products (chemicals,
textiles, ball or roller bearings, machines, machine tools,
plastics, printed ·matter, etc.) may be Introduced shortly,
under which reporting requirements for Information on Imports
will be further tightened. Concerning textiles, for example,
detal led Indications of prices, the composition of garments and
parts of the body covered by garments wl I I be reQuired If this
directive Is Introduced. Similarly, requirements for data on
products such as chemicals, pharmaceuticals and essential ol Is
are tantamount to the disclosure of commercial secrets (exact
composition of a dyestuffs, Individual components of a surfaceactive preparation, etc.)
Moreover, under the new dIrectIve the Importer, rather than
exporter,
would be responsible for
supplying detal led
Informa t Ion and In case of non respect , pena I t Ies wou Id be
app II ed.
In addition to excessive Invoicing requirements, customs
clearance delays, which can exceed 2 months, represent an
additional burden for exporters to the US.
The abolition of Informal entry procedures for textiles In
February/March 1986 have also caused particular hardship· for
certain companies who send smal I conslgnements of textIles or
clothing on an Irregular basis to the US, as they now have to
employ customs brokers or arrange for the Importers to attend
at Customs to clear goods formally.
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2. Comments/estimated Impact
The Information required by the us customs Service on trade
Invoices goes far beyond the Information which Is necessary for
a customs declaration and tariff procedures. The new US
provisions, If Implemented, would not have the effect of
standardizing or Improving the hand! log of Invoices and/or
customs declarations but rather constitute obstacles to exports
to the US.
ExcessIve de Iays In customs c Iearance procedures can prevent
exporting companies from complying with del Ivery deadl lnes and
can hinder future Involvement In projects which are on tight
dead I !nes.
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V.

STANDARDS. TESTING. LABELLING AND CERTIFICATION
Introduction
In general, there Is a continuing concern In the EC with regard to
the standardisation process In the United States. Whereas the
European Community Is fully committed to the Implementation of
International standards as a way of ensuring open access to
markets, the United States stl I I appears to place more emphasis on
non-standard solutions.
According to US sources, as of 1989, out of 89,000 standards used
In the US, only 17 are directly adopted from ISO (International
Organization for Standards) standards. No IEC (International
Electrotechnlcal Commission) standards have been adopted. The
Federal Government refers to about half of these standards in its
technical
regulations,
thereby making them mandatory. This
situation Is difficult to reconcl le with the GATT Standards Code.
Under this GATT Agreement the us Federal government Is obliged to
use International standards as a basis for Its own technical
legislation and therefore not to use us standards which deviate
from I nternat lona I standards. The US Federa·l government is a I so
obi lged to take such reasonable measures as may be available to It
to ensure that private standardizing bodies and states use
International standards. None of this seems to happen In practice.
This situation represents a fundamental problem for EC companies
wishing to sell In the US market. They often have to produce a
separate product for the US market, thus lncurr ing extra costs
unnecessarl ly and reducing their competitiveness.
Problems for potentIa I EC exporters are further Increased by the
lack of any central standardizing body covering the entire US
territory, as exists In the Community and In other countries such
as Canada. In the US, there are more than 600 private organizations
engaged In standardizing activities. There Is no guarantee that by
following one particular standard a product wl I I be accepted
throughout the US, the more so as states and other local government
bodies often have additional legal requirements of their own. A
similar
situation
exists
for
testing
and
certification
requIrements.
If one adds to thIs the fact that there Is no centra I source of
information on the entire range of standards and conformity
assessmP.nt nrn~edures, and the fact that the US has a very strict
product llabi llty system •. It Is easy to see that exporting to the
US can be a major headache, especially for smal 1 and medium
enterprises. This general problem may be i I lustrated by the
following examples :
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A.
1.

Telecommunications
oescr lpt !on

With regard to telecommunication services, while recognising the
problems arising from the Innovation and the speed of standardssetting, the EC Is concerned about certain developments taking
place currently In the United States and Is also concerned that
these developments are not transparent. For example, the ONA (Open
Network Architecture) plans fl led by the BOCs (Bel I Operating
Company) during 1989 are not closely related to International
standards-setting. The Indications are that ONA Is being developed
Independently of national
and
International
standardisation
procedures, and that this Is true for ISDN equipment and service
plans also.
With regard to network equipment, owing to the fact that the
telecommunications technical environment In the US differs to a
large degree from that of most other countries, the costs of
adapting European-based switching equipment to US specifications
are much higher than the costs for the necessary adaptation work
required for other countries, thereby I lmltlng entry to the market
to those companies with the requisite financial resources. This Is
alI the more apparent given that even when the Bel !core evaluation
has been completed, at a cost of perhaps many ml I I Ions of dol Iars,
a company has no guarantee that Its products wl I I be bought.
As regards standards for terminal equipment, although the FCC
(Federal Communications Commission) requirements are limited to "no
harm to the network", manufacturers, In practIce, have to comp I y
with a number of voluntary standards, set by
Industrial
organisations (such as Underwriters Laboratories) In order to
ensure end-to-end compatlbl I lty and safety. For example, Los
Angeles and Chicago require that terminal equipment be manufactured
according to UL standards and that It be tested by UL (Underwriters
Laborator les).
Moreover, under the National Electrical Code· manufacturers of
equipment to be attached to telecommunlcat Ions networks will be
required to submit their products to a nationally recognised
laboratory to assess conformity with appropriate standards. Most US
jurisdictions will make the Code mandatory. In reality, therefore,
the FCC requirements are not the only ones which Imported equipment
will have to meet and It Is not clear which requirements will
apply In a given jurisdiction.
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

a)

It Is difficult to quantify the cost
necessary testing and adaptation work.

b)

Although officially, FCC requirements are the only mandatory
standards Imported terminals have to meet, exporters have no
certainty as to which other standards will In practIce need to
be compl led with In order to sel I their products.

to exporters of

the
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The multlpl lclty of "voluntary" standards and the absence of a
central point where Information on all relevant standards can
be obtained represents an effective trade barrier.

B.

Sanitary and phytosanltary barriers.

1.

Description

These barriers are of two types :
Discrepancies
In the
legal
sanitary
requirements Implemented on each side of
situation Is well known for meat and meat
also frequent with regard to the approval
residue tolerances.

and phytosanltary
the Atlantic. This
products but It Is
of pesticides and

For Instance, the US Insists on zero residue levels for
substances whIch have not been approved for use In the US.
Therefore the question of residue tolerance Is often settled
pure Iy by chance, dependIng on whet her or not an app I Icat Ion
for use In the US has been forwarded.
The US often Insists on Its own controls to make sure that the
US requirements are fulfilled and the USDA does not recognize
the certifications provided by Third Countries to warrant that
Imported horticultural products are free from pests or diseases
covered by the quarantine regulations.
This mistrust becomes an Impediment to exporting to the US when
the relevant services of the American administration drag their
feet to perform the required reviews (e.g. plants from the
Netherlands, Belgium and Denmark using sterl le growing media).
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

It Is difficult to measure the Impact of those obstacles. Either
they deprIve EC exporters of markets that they prev lous I y had In
the US (e.g. certain meat products from the Federal Republic of
Germany), or they prevent the EC exporters from taking advantage of
potential markets (e.g. potted plants, vegetables).The potential
Impact Is, however, very serious.

c. cured Meat
1. oescrlptlon

Exports of cured meat from the EC are subject to restrictive
controls In the US market. For example, Imports Into the US of
certain types of ham have been subject to a long-standing
prohibition, ostensibly for health reasons. Following repeated
approaches by the Community, US Import regulations have been
modified to permit Importation of Parma ham.
However, the US still applies a prol11bltlon on other types of
uncooked ham, notab I y San Dan Ie Ie, Ardennes ham and German and
Spanish ham.
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2. Estimated Impact
The above, high quality hams are a luxury product and enjoy· a
considerable International demand. Exports of these hams to the US,
with Its high per capita Income, are expected to be substantial.
D.

Electrical Products and Components

1.

Description

Federal, state and local jurisdictions require product testing and
certification of the safety of numerous electrical products and
pa·rts thereof. On the state and local level, there are In fact more
than 2,700 state, city and municipal governments In the US that
require divergent safety certifications on certain products sold or
Instal led within their jurldlctlons.
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

These requirements are not always uniform and consistent with one
another and In some cases, a national standard may not exist. In
addition, the electrical code requirements are more closely
monitored and more problematic (due to the use of non-US
components) for suppliers of Imported equipment than for US
manufacturers.These requirements translate Into lost sales and
further expense (In terms of time and money) related to hiring a US
Inspector.
Steep product
I lab! I lty
Insurance (a far
less
significant factor In Europe) Is an additional expense borne by
manufacturers on sales In the US. One company estimated the volume
of lost sales In the US due to the multiplicity of standards and
certification problems to be about 15% of their total sales. The
expense of certification alone was put at 5% of total sales, as was
the amount spent on product I lab! I lty Insurance.
E.

Assorted Equipment

1.

Description

Various manuf~cturers have raised the Issue that the US requires
that their products be certified by US Inspectors, despite having
received certification by European authorities.
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

European manufacturers of pressure vesse Is IndIcate that the US
requires Its pressure vessels to be certified as meeting the
relevant standard only by a company allowed to use an official US
stamp. The stamps of European testing laboratories are not accepted
as such by the us. The requirement to use one of the smal I number
of US testing laboratories granted access to the stamp costs the
European company time and money.

14)
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Another example Is given by a producer of safes which are tested
and rated by Independent European authorities prior to export and
then required to be retested and labelled In the US by the US
Underwriter's Laboratories (UL) for burglary and fire protection
characteristics In order to be accepted by US Insurance companies.
In addlt lon to these procedures, these companies must replace
some of their European locks with UL-approved American locks at an
additional cost to the European companies In order to be
acceptable to US.
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VI. Public procurement
Introduction
This chapter will first give a brief description of the so-cal led
Buy American provisions In general, and second will distinguish
between US procurement restrictions which
violate the existing
GATT Code and those which are subject to the current negotiation
for the extension of the Code.
The European Community has repeatedly expressed Its deep concern
not only about the continuation of and Increase In Buy American
provIsIons at federa I Ieve I, but a Iso about the 1eg 1s 1at 1ve
barriers and discriminations operated against European suppl lers at
state and lower levels.
Among the first type of discriminations, numerous barriers Involve
the Department of Defense. The European Community has already
raised several cases In the GATT context with US authorities. It
has complained generally about the restrictive Interpretation made
by the US of Art lcle VIII of the Code on Government Procurement
(national security) and In particular about their exception list
concerning DOD purchases. This Interpretation has led In practice
to a substantial reduction of the DOD supplies covered by the
Agreement.
The European Community wl I I continue through a case by case
analysis of unilateral reductions of coverage Imposed by the US
authorities, both to discuss these matters with the US authorities
In GATT through consultations and panels and to seek an
Improvement, In the context of the negotiations In GATT, of the
existing Defense exception lists In order to clarify the scope of
the Code and the use of the national security exception. Concerning
other cases of non-conformity with the GATT Code (non-defense
related supplies), the European Community will Initiate, If
necessary, new consultations or pursue matters already engaged In
with the US authorities. It considers that the negotiations In
Geneva on broadening of the Code should also ensure the el lmlnatlon
of such provisions as they represent serious obstacles to trade.
In addition, In the context of these negotiations, the EC Is
seeking to ensure that the Code ~Ill apply eQually at the states'
level (regional and local entitles) In the sectors of uti I ltles and
In procurement of services (Including public works). It Is, of
course, wl I I lng to commit Itself to eQuivalent opening of Its own
procurement market In this context.
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A. Buy American Restrictions (BARs)
1.

Description

The Buy American Act (BAA) of 3 March 1933 (PL 72-428), as amended
by the Buy American Act of 1988 (PL 100-418, 102 Stat 1107, Title
VI I, 23.8.88), reQuires that:
federal agencies procure only domestlcal IY manufactured or
unmanufactured supplies for public useC1); It also provides
for a substantial local component reQuirement In the value of
the Items supplied, defined as 50% by the Executive Order
10582 of 1954;
only domestic materials shall be used In the construction,
alteration, and repair of publ lc bul !dings and publ lc works.
Executive Order 10582 of 17.12.1954, as amended,
restriction In order to allow procuring entitles:

expanded

the

to set aside procurement for smal I business and firms In labor
surplus areas;
to reject foreign bids either for national Interest reasons or
national security reasons.
The Buy American Act contains four exceptions. An executive agency
may procure foreign materials when:
Items are for use outside the US;
domestic Items are not aval table;
procurement of domestic Items Is determined to be Inconsistent
with the publ lc Interest;
cost of domestic Items Is determined to be unreasonable.
In these ca~es, Executive Order 10582 establ lshes two alternative
costs differentials: one Is a. 6% of the bid price Including duty
and all costs after the arrival In the US, and the other, 10% of
the bid price excluding duty and costs after arrival In the US. The
Department of Defense applies a 50% price dlffer.entlal (exclusive
of duty and costs) or 6% (Inc Ius I ve of duty), whIch ever Is the
higher.
Furthermore, the Trade Agreement Act of 1979 (Implementation of the
Tokyo Round) waives the BAA for certain designated countries which
grant reciprocal access to US suppl lers.
As regards construction, foreign materials may be procured when:
It Is Impractical to purchase domestic ones;
procurement of domestic Items wl I I uneconomical ly Increase the
cost of a project.

(1) Title 41, § 10 a, American materials reQuired for pub! lc use.
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Furthermore, Buy American restrictions are also provided for In the
following legislation:
National Security Act of 1947 and the Defense Production Act of
1950, which granted authority to the President and the
Secretary of Defense to Impose restrictions on foreign
supplies to preserve the domestic mobilization base and the
overal I preparedness posture of the US. These restrictions
"justified" by "national security" are considered In Chapter X
of this Report:
Department of Defense Balance of Payments Program, which
provides for a 50% price correction on foreign offers when
compared with US offers:

us Feder a I Departments SpecIfIc Annua I Budget ApproprIatIons
and Authorization Acts, which give a 10% to 30% price
preference to US offers, notably In the following sectors :
-water sector uti I ltles
-transport sector uti I I ties
- shipping of us goods and commodities
-highway construction
-energy uti I ltles
- te lecommun lcat Ion ut Ill t les
Trade Agreement Act of 1979 requIres the Pres Ident to bar
procurement from countries which do not grant reciprocal access
to US suppl les covered by the GATT Code on Procurement.
Competition In Contracting Act of 1984 (CICA), which allows the
procuring agencies to restrict procurement, on a case by case
basis, In order to achieve Industrial mobl I lzatlon objectives,
Trade Act of 1988 modifies both the BAA of 1933 and the Trade
Act of 1979 to a I Iow the Pres Ident to bar procurement from
countries which do not provide access to US products and
services.
Legislation In at least 37 states also provides for Buy American
restrictions on their procurement. US statistics show that state
spending represents more than 70% of total US public procurement
(see Paragraph C.1 below).
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact
Buy American restrictions, provided for by federal and states
legislation, are Intended to secure procurement for domestic
suppliers and to maintain a US Industrial strategic base. In
paral lei to that, the us Federal budgetary pol Icy has been to
Increasingly reduce federal expenditure and revenue. These
pol lcles have led to:
a cont lnulng decline In the value of federal procurement
and to the decl lne In the value of the procurement covered
by the GATT Code;
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there has been a shift In the financial (revenue-raising
and funding) and procuring responslbl I ltles from the
Federal Government to the state and local governments.
US procurement at federal level totals approximately $200 bn.
The value of US procurement covered by the GATT Code has been
decl lnlng from $19 bn In 1982 to $15 bn In 1986. It should also
be borne In mind that approximately 15% of Code-covered
products fall below the $150.000 threshold and are therefore
not governed by the GATT code.
It Is worth noting that procurement worth $180 bn Is restricted
through Buy American provisions to solely US suppliers. These
Buy American provisions are waived by the Free-Trade Agreements
wIth Canada and Israe I, as we II as by b II atera I rec Iproca I
defense procurement and Industrial cooperation agreements
(M.O.U.)(1), However, as mentioned earl ler, these M.O.U.s can
be unl laterally modified by the US.
There are at least 40 Federal Buy American legal Instruments
and at least 37 States Buy American legal Instruments, and many
more at local Government level. Buy American restrictions are
usual IY In the form of a Buy American preference (ranging from
6% to 50%) In favour of domestic products, I .e. products with a
50% domestIc content (In some cases, the content must be as
high as 65%). In some Instances, the Buy Amer lean restr let lon
Is absolute.
The Department of Defense (DoD) report to Congress (July 1989)
considers that many
BAR "provide protection and guaranteed
business to US Industries without any requirement or Incentives
for the Industry to modernize and become competitive", and
therefore do not fulfl I the obJective of a US Industrial
moblllzat lon base. Furthermore, the report states that they
maintain a cl lmate of protectionism, In the International
relations of the US with Its trade partners, especially when
they modify unilaterally the M.O.U. concluded with them. The
Commission shares this view. It Is thus clear that the
potential US market for Community exports Is significantly
affected by these restrictions.

(1) Cooperative Industrial defense agreements or reciprocal procurement
agreements (M.O.U) are concluded by the US with foreign countries
Including certain EC countries, to promote more efficient
cooperation In research, development and production of defence
equlpement and achieve greater rationalisation, standardisation,
and lnteroperablllty. The US has concluded such M.O.U. or similar
cooper at Ion arrangements wIth the UK ( 1975), France, the Feder a 1
Republ lc of Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal (1978),
Belgium (1979), Denmark (1980), Luxemburg (1982), Spain (1982) and
Greece ( 1986).
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B.

Measures contrary to GATT

The European Community considers that the following, by no means
exhaustive, list of Buy American restrictions as appl led to
sectors, products or entitles covered by the GATT Code, constitute
an unacceptable violation of the Code.
I)

Valves and machine tools

1.

oescrlptlon

a)

Although the Code on Government Procurement provides that
machine-tools procured by DoD are generally Included, the US
has taken the approach since 1981 that most of these machinetools are excluded for national security reasons. Furthermore,
In 1986, Congress decided unl lateral ty to exclude machine-tools
from the MOUs negotiated by the Administration with Third
Countries.
This Buy American restriction, better known as the Mattingly
Amendment, fIrst adopted by Congress In 1986 and va I I d unt II
the end of Fiscal Year (FY) 1991,
Is applied In a
discriminatory fashion, since only Canadian or US bidders a~e
allowed to supply the 21 Federal Supply Classes (FSC) .6t
machine-tools for use In DoD-owned or controlled facl I ltles.
}
~.' '

It may be waived If adeQuate and timely domestic supply Is not
aval lable. The declared objective Is to protect the US machinetool Industry against foreign competition In order to preserve
the US Industrial mobl I lzatlon base.
Furthermore, US Federal procurement of machine tools has been
made more difficult by a change last year In the rule of origin
applied (DOD Appropriation Act). The rule previously reQuired
50% local content, but now reQuires that assembly should also
take pI ace In the US/Canada. To be ab Ie to se I I In the US the
EC companies now have to consider having their products built
under licence In the us. Such forced Investment Is then the
on Iy avenue open to CommunIty producers for access to thIs
market.
b)

Following a Section 232 petition (Trade Expansion Act of 1962)
by the US National Machine Tool Builders Association (NMTBA),
the International Trade Commission (lTC) decided In February
1984 that Imports of certain categories of machine tools
threaten US national security.
As a result, In May 1986, the US President announced his
Intention to negotiate a series of voluntary restraint
agreements (VRA) with Japan, the Federal Republ lc of Ge~many,
Taiwan and Switzerland (79% of US Imports) covering 7 of the
18 product categories Identified In the Section 232 report.
Japan and Taiwan agreed to restrict their exports to market
share levels they had In 1985 or 1981 depending on the product
category.
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The EC did not agree to negotiate a VRA. The
unilaterally set target market-share for Imports of
tools from the Federal Republic of Germany and has
such Imports. German exporters are therefore under
of a unl laterally Introduced Import ban on their
should the target be exceeded.

US then
machinemonitored
threat
products

The US administration has also warned other non-VRA countries,
Including the United Kingdom, Spain and Italy not to allow
their exporters to fl I I the gap created by the VRAs.
2·.

Comments/Estimated Impact

According to the US (the Defence Economic l~pact Model ling System
of 1985), the DoD procurement of machine-tools Is estimated at
$ 1 blo.

II) Goods or equipment used by the Voice of America
1.

Description

On 22 December 1987 the President signed the bill
appropriation for, Inter alIa, the Voice of America (PL
The law Includes a Buy American section (Section 403).
will allow for a 10 % prIce preference In favour of
unless :

author lz lng
100-204).
The section
US bidders

the foreign bidder can establIsh that the US goods and services
content (excluding consulting and management fees) of his
proposal wl I I not be less than 55% of both the value of such a
proposal and the resulting total contract (this clause also
appl les to domestic bidders)
a Buy American preference Is precluded by the terms of an
International agreement with the host foreign country;
the host foreign country offers US contractors the opportunity
to bid on a competitive and non-discriminatory basis In Its own
radio and television sector;
the Secretary of Commerce certifies that the foreign bidder Is
not receiving any direct subsidy from any government, the
effect of whIch wou td be to dIsadvantage a US bIdder on the
project.
The "overriding national security Interest aspects" clause Is
Invoked to justify the preference for US contractors, as wei I as a
domestIc component requIrement of 55%; In any case, a 10% prIce
preference Is also Imposed. Voice of America procurement concerns
transmitters, antennas, spare parts and other technical equipment
(Title IV of Publ lc Law 100-204, Section 403(a)).
Furthermore, Sect Ion 403(d)
(A)-(F) provIdes for mandatory
counterval I lng pricing of . foreign bids, when the bidder has
received subsidies (proportionate to the amount of the subsidy).
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2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

This restriction Is set each year by the US Information Agency
Appropriations and Authorizations Acts.
The value of Voice of America procurement as foreseen by the
Foreign Relations Appropriation Act Is 1.3 bn. per annum for the
period 1988-91.
Ill)
1.

Synthetic fibres (DoD Appropriation and Authorization Act):
oescrlotlon

This restriction Is derived, according to DoD, from the so-cal led
"Berry Amendment". DoD claims that It prohibits the use of
synthetic fibres from a foreign source as long as they are
available domestlca.lly. It Is therefore not possible for products
containing European (or other foreign made fibres) to be supp! led
to DoD.
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

Annual Procurement value of clothing Is estimated by the DoD to be
$ 200 m.
The EC rejects US argument that the articles covered by the Berry
Amendment are Ipso facto covered by the general exempt !on applied
for reasons of national security.
lv) Automotive forging Items
1.

Description

This restriction covers automotive
other forging Items.

propulsion· shafts, as we! I as

It Is not appl led to Canadian suppl !es.
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

Given that total DoD procurement of these Items accounts for 5% of
the US forging consumption and less than 10% of a! I DoD
procurement for forging
Items,
It
Is clear that defense
mob! I lzatlon would exist Irrespective of DoD purchases. Hence It Is
difficult to see how national security can be used as a
justification for these restrictions.
The DoD report to Congress Itself (July 1989), states that this
restriction on forging Items In general does not need to be
coot Inued, because the US Industry has become more competItIve.
Bilateral agreements with Its military allies required that these
Items be covered In order to maintain an Industrial base on both
sides of the Atlantic.
The US Is clearly In violation of the Code, since these Items are
covered by the Code and the restriction Is discriminatory.
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v)

Hand and measuring tools

1.

Description

This restriction Is based on the Berry Amendment and concerns the
products I !sted In Federal Supply Classes (FSCs) 51 and 52.
Implementing legislation, as enacted on 9 July 1987, gives a 75%
price preference to US made tools.
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

The procurement value of this restriction Is about 1 %of the total
of procurement of the DoD. The EC considers that this restriction
contradlpts the US GATT Code obi lgatlon under which these Items are
I lsted as el !glble If procured from the Contracting Parties to the
Code. A similar view Is taken by the DoD report to Congress.
vi) Antlfrlctlon bearings
1. pescrlptlon
This restriction, justified for "national security" reasons Is
Imposed on all types of bearings. The DoD rule will be appl !cable
untl I October 1991. However It Is not appl led to Canadian suppl les.
2. Comments/Estimated Impact
The EC contests that this restriction can be Justified on national
security grounds and consequently considers that this represents a
violation of the US's obi lgatlons under the Code.
It Is to be noted that the International Trade Administration (ITA)
found In Its Section 232 study of the effects of Imports of antifriction bearings on national security (July 1988) that national
security was not threatened by Imports In eight product categories
of bearings. Only two of the fifteen categories reviewed experience
shortfalls attributable to substantial Import penetration: I.e.
regular precision bal !-bearings under 30 mm, and between 30/100 mm.
The DoD demand for bearings Is estimated as being 20% of the total
US consumption of bearings. According to the DoD, this "restriction
reflects the bel lef that the US bearings Industry has eroded during
the last decade and that fal lure to halt this erosion will result
In a domestic bearings Industry that Is unable to meet Industrial
surge and mobilization requirements. The Intention of the
restriction Is to pro~ect and strengthen the domestic Industrial
b~se for an Industry that Is critical to national security."
It shou Id be noted that the DoD has not yet fu I Iy taken Into
account the conclusions of the ITA Section 232 study In order to
repeal the procurement restriction on those antlfrlctlon bearings
which were not considered as threatened by Imports.
The DoD report to Congress on the "Impact of BAR affecting defense
procurement" (July 1989) concludes that the "protection provided by
DoD to the domestic Industry has had some negative Impact",
affecting US relations with Its military partners and Increasing
the US capacity uti I lzatlon rate and leadtlmes for supply.
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US DoD Procurement of ball bearings amounted In 1988 to 800 mlo $
accordIng to the Department of Commerce Bureau of Census, whIch
corresponds to 20% of total US apparent consumption of balI
bearings.

c.

US

measures In areas covered by the code negotiations

The European Community considers that the following non-exhaustive I 1st
of US procurement restrictions should be el lmlnated through the current
Code negotiations. These restrictions are Implemented at State level,
or In the so-cal led "excluded sectors", or In the procurement of
services.
I)

State procurement restrictions

1.

Description
The following us States
procurement:

Impose Buy American requirements on their

1. AI abama:

Alabama legislation requires the use of US materials "If aval lable at
reasonable prices" for public works that are financed entirely by the
State. It prohibits the purchase of foreign steel for highway and
bridge construction.
2. California:
Cal lfornla legislation provides for total domestic supply. However, as
regards public works, a price preference of 10% Is used for products
and services (Buy Cal lfornlan Act of 1980).
3. Colorado:
Co lorado IegIs Iat Ion provIdes that only us produced or manufactured
products are procured for highway projects.
4. Georgia:
Georgia legislation requires that only Georgia-made or US made products
at equal qual lty and price are to be procured.
5. HawaT:
HawaT legislation requires that preference should be given
and American products.

to HawaTan

6. Idaho:
Cal Is for tender carry a clause restricting use of foreign Items.
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7. Illinois:
I I I lnols Domestic Procurement Act gives a price preference of 15% to US
I terns. The DoT prohIbIts the procurement of foreIgn stee I In hIghway
and bridge construction.
8.

Indiana:

Indiana legislation provides for a 15% price preference for domestic
steel In all state and local public works, which may be Increased to
25% In labour surplus areas, at the discretion of district officers of
the Highway Commission. Cal Is for tender carry a clause restricting the
use of foreign Items.
9. Iowa:

The State Highway Commission prohibits foreign-made structural steel to
. be used In bridge construction.
10. Kentucky:

Under Kentucky statutes foreign supply Is prohibited.
11. Louisiana:

The Department of Highways procures only US suppl les of steel products.
12. Maine:

The Bureau of Purchases reserves Its right to reject bids Involving
foreIgn products competIng wIth US ones. Furthermore. bIdders must
disclose Intent to use foreign Items.
13. Maryland:

The State Highway Administration specifies In the call for tenders
"domestic, not foreign, steel and cement". A 20% price preference for
domestic steel In state and publ lc works (up to 30% In labour surplus
areas) Is applied to contracts of at least 10,000 pounds of steel
products.
14.

Massachusetts:

Massachusets legislation grants preference to In-state products first,
and then to US products. The Department of Publ lc Works stipulates that
"structural steel regardless of Its source shall be fabricated In the
US".
15. Minnesota:

Minnesota legislation allows for specifications
to be determined In order to use only US Items.

In calls for tenders
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16. Mississippi:
The State Highway Department specifications for cal Is for tenders
provides that "only domestic steel and wire products" may be used In
road and bridge construction.
17. Montana:
Montana legislation gives preference to In-state and American products.
18. New Hampshire:
The Department of Pub I Ic Works specIfIes In theIr ca I Is for tenders
that "all structural steel shal I be restricted to that which has been
rolled In the US".
19. New Jersey:
New Jersey legislation requires US domestic materials to be used on
pub I lc works projects.
20.

New York:

New York legislation provides for a restriction on procurement of
structural steel, or steel Items for contracts above$ 100,000, unless
dome~tlc suppl les are not available within a reasonable time or are not
of a satisfactory qual lty. Cal Is for tenders carry a provision
restricting the supply to domestic Items, through terms of reference
or specifications.
New York City Imposes value-added conditions on procurement, such as
the location of the manufacturing plant In Its Jurisdiction or
employment of the local workforce.
21. North Carol Ina:
Contracting officers Impose ad hoc restrictions on foreign suppl les.
22. North Dakota:
Calls for tenders carry the provision
material only".

II

b 1d domest Ica II y produced

23. Oklahoma:
Oklahoma legislation requires the purchase of domestic Items unless
foreign ones are cheaper or superior In qual lty at equal prices. This
Is also appl led also to steel products.
24. Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania legislation prohibits procurement of foreign steel, cast
Iron and aluminium products made In countries that discriminate
against US products and a restriction to solely US steel Is appl led to
public works (state and local). Suppliers must prove compliance by
providing bills of lading, Invoices and mill certification that the
steel was melted, poured and manufactured In the us.
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25. Rhode Island:
Rhode Island legislation gives preference to US suppl lers.
26. South Dakota:
Specifications In cal Is for tenders are designed to procure US Items.
28. VIrginia:
VIrginia legislation stipulates that contracts of$ 50.000 or above
must specify US steel products and give a price preference of 10%
(Including duties) to suppl lers of US steel.
29. West VIrginia:
West VIrginia Law provides that contracts must specify US steel,
aluminium, glass to be used In public works projects, and give 20%
prIce preference for domest lc steel, aluminium, glass In state and
local publ lc works (up to 30% In labour surplus areas).
30. Wisconsin:
Wisconsin legislation requires the procurement of US Items.
30. District of Columbia:
The Federal Buy American Act appl les In DC.
31. States with
suppliers:
- Alaska
-Arizona
- Arkansas
-New Mexico
- Wyoming
- Nebraska
- Kansas
2.

5%

price

preference

and

preference

to

In-state

Comments/Estimated Impact

State and local government procurement represents 70% of the total US
public procurement. It Is Interesting to note that federal funding to
the states and loca I government represents 16% of the annua I
expendItures of states and toea I government, and that such federa I
funding Is usually conditioned by the respect of the BAR mandated by
Congress (refund of federal money Is the sanction In the procurement of
foreign products/services by states or local government).

-------Sources:

·=-=----

National Association of State Purchaslrig Officials
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II) Set-asides for small business
1.

oescrlptlon

Special legal provisions requiring procurement from u.s. small
disadvantaged business exist In relation to federal procurement.

and

The most Important of these Is Pub! lc Law 95-507 (October 1978), which
made major revisions to the Smal I Business Act of 1958. This sets out
the obligations of federal agencies regarding contracting with small
and dIsadvantaged busInesses In the fIe Id of pub I Ic procurement of
supplies, services and works. The Small Business Administration has
established Industry size standards on an Industry-by-Industry basis,
based on the number of employees (varying from 500 to 1.500), or annual
receipts which are considered to be the maximum a! lowed for a concern,
Including affl I lates.
Federal Agencies are required to award contracts to certain small
businesses In accordance with different rules. An Important example Is
the sma II bus Iness set-as Ide programme and sma I I and dIsadvantaged
business sub-contracting programmes which are operated by the General
ServIces Agency (GSA). The purpose of these set-as Ides Is to award
certain contracts exclusively to smal I business. There are three
classes of set-aside
smal I purchase set-asides ("reserved procurements") which are
limited to acquisitions of supplies or services that have an
anticipated dollar value of $ 25.000 or less. These set-asides are
authorized unl laterally by the contracting officer;
total set-asides, where the entire amount of an Individual
acqu Is I t Ion or c Iass of acqu Is I t Ions, Inc Iud Ing construct !on and
small
maIntenance
Is
set-as I de
for
exc Ius I ve
business
participation;
partial set-asides, where the acquisition Is splIt between a
"set-aside portion" and a "non set-aside portion" (not applicable
to construction contracts).
The GSA also operates a number of Business Service Centres which may
challenge a decision of a contracting officer who does not set aside a
contract for smal I business.
At state and local level, legally established preferences for small
bus Iness exIst In 18 states but practIces havIng s lm I I ar effects are
found In a larger number of states. A small business preference can
take at least three forms :
an outright percentage preference which can be a fixed or varying
amount up to a eel I !ng;
a pure "set-aside" programme;
a quota system whereby a percentage of total awards shall be made
to smal I businesses.
Futhermore, Federal regulatIons must be applied where projects
undertaken at state and local level are financed by Federal grants.
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2.

Estimated lmoact

The GATT Code contains a US reservation Indicating that It does not
apply to small and minority businesses set asides. However, according
to figures of the Federal Procurement Data Centre, small and
disadvantaged businesses are currently obtaining between 25 and
30 percent of total Federal procurement (these percentages Include
direct contracts and subcontracting). Further, definitions of "small
bus Iness" as estab I Ished by the Sma I I Bus Iness AdmIn Istrat !on enab Ie
abusive appl !cation of the Federal preference mechanism.
That Is why the Community considers that, In practice, these preference
mechanisms do substantially reduce the scope of application of the
GATT Code. The Community will seek to obtain, In the context of the
future Code negotiations, the elimination of such Federal or local
preference schemes.
Ill)
a)

US restrictions In the utilities and public works
Pol !utlon control equipment used In prolects funded by the Federal
Water Pol lutlon Control Act and Section 39 of the Clean Water Act
of 1977
Under the Waste Water Treatment Construct ion Program, the
Environment Protecting Agency (EPA) provides funds to local units
of government for up to 75% of the cost of the projects. The
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended by Section 39 of
the c Iean Water Act, provIdes for a 6 % prIce preference for US
supp llers.

b)

Steel.
construct !on and
transport
eaulpment
<Surface
Transportation Ass Istance Act of 1978 as amended by the STM of
1982 and Section 337 of the Surface Transportation and Uniform
Relocation Assistance Act of 1987
1.

oescrlptlon

Section 401 of the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of
6 November 1978 (STAA) Is managed by the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration and binds the recipients of federal funds (federal,
state or local government).
US states must meet the following reQuirements to receive federal
funds from the Urban Mass Transit Administration:
the state mu~t certify that Its laws, regulations and
directives are adeQuate to accomplIsh the objectives of Section
165 of STAA;
standard specifications In contracts must favor US suppl les;
steel and cement must have been manufactured In the US.
VIolations of Section 165 by the States are penal lsed by the refund
of the amount of federal appropriations used In the violating
contracts (Federal Claims Col lectlon Act of 1986 (31 USC 3711).
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The above legislation Is appl led to mass transit equipment
(rol I lng stock and other) and It requires that for alI contracts,
the local transit authorities give a 25% preference to bidders,
supplying only US-made or assembled equipment with a substantial
local content of 55% for contracts entered Into on or after
1 October 1989 and to 60% for contracts entered Into on or after
1 October 1991.
Furthermore, the domestic content requirement has been also
extended to subcomponents <1987). WaIvers for products or
subcomponents may be granted by the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration, when the use of domestic suppl lers would prove noneconomical and would result In unreasonable costs.
The Buy AmerIcan preference has been tIghtened over the years. In
1978, the preference was 6 % for US products and the US content
requirement (for the purpose of determining the applicability of
Buy America) was 50%. In 1982, the preference was raised to 10%
for rolling stock and 25 % for other equipment. In 1987, the
preference was raised to 25% for alI equipment and the definition
of a US product was changed from 50 % US content to 55 % for
contracts concluded after 1 October 1989 and 60 % for those entered
Into after 1 October 1991, and Its appl lcatlon extended to
subcomponents.
Section 165 of STAA of 1982 extended BAR to alI contracts, set a
loca I component requIrement of 50% or more of the cost of a I I
components of the vehicle or equipment. In addition, final assembly
of the vehicles must be carried out In the us. The STAA Is
Implemented by the Federal Highway Administration regulations (23
CFR, 635-410), which do, however, allow for minimal procurement of
foreign steel and cement (when foreign Items value Is under 10% of
the total cost of a contract).
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

The above rules effectively exclude foreign bidders from a sizeable
market.
Annually, the federal budget provides 2 to 3 billion$ In capital
construction funds through the Urban Mass Transit Administration
(UMTA-DoC). In fact, federal funds subsidize various projects
heavl ly (75% to 80 %).
c)

Extra high voltage

e~ulpment

Sect lon 507 provides for a 30% prIce preference on extra high
voltage equipment {EHVE) with a country exemption If the foreign
country has completed negotiations with the US to extend the
Government Procurement Code, has a bl lateral equivalent to EHVE,
or otherwise offers fair competitive opportunities to US suppl lers
In that country.
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d)

Steel and transport eau!pment by the Amtrak Improvement Act of
1978. amending the Ball passenger Sery!ce Act as amended by the
Amtrak Reorganization Act of 1979
The !eglslat !on provides that steel products, rolling stock and
power traIn equIpment be purchased from US supp I Iers, unless US
made Items cannot be purchased and delivered In the US within a
reasonable time.

!v) Restrictions on the procurement of services
1.

Description

a)

Shipping and cargo under the Cargo preference Act of 1954. the Food
Security Act of 1985 and pub! lc Resolution 17 C73d Congress>
The Cargo Preference Act requIres that at Ieast 50% of a I I cargo,
shipped under any Federal government grant or subsidized loan, be
transported on privately owned US flag commercial vessels.
The Food SecurIty Act Incr eases the cargo preference to 75% for
agricultural cargoes under certain foreign assistance programs of
the US-Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the International
Development Agency (IDA).
Pub! lc Resolution 17 requires that 100% of any cargo, generated by
US loans such as commodities shipments financed by EximBank
loans, be exclusively transported by US flag carriers.

b)

Consulting services
Federal contracts for consulting services (e.g. for us IDA and the
DoD) require US citizenship or 51% US ownership. Certified US
permanent residency Is not sufficient for a consultant to compete
for Federal contracts.

2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

It seems evident that restrictions of this type completely exclude
Community suppl lers of these services from competing In these markets.
v)

Telecommunications Procurement

1.

Description

Telecommunications equipment Is at present excluded from the GATT
Procurement Code - apart from the Inclusion of NTT of Japan - but
examination of a possible extension to this sector is currently taking
place.
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The CommunIty· s understandIng of the US network equIpment market Is
that It Is difficult to access, because of a variety of barriers, such
as Insufficient transparency and publ lclty In Regional Bel I Operating
Companies (RBOC) and AT&T procurement procedures, given the special
rights and/or dominant position enjoyed by these uti I itles; the
existence on this market of strong manufacturers which are also
carriers; the Influence of the Federal Communication Commission (FCC)
and of State Public Uti I ity Commissions (PUCs) on the procurement
practices of these utilities; and the effect of a US standardisation
pol Icy which Is not closely I Inked to International standards.
With regard to the long distance carriers, AT&T (the dominant longdistance carrier) and GTE (a provider of local services) also
manufacture equipment, and therefore have I lttle Incentive to buy
competitively. These companies are far better placed than outside
companies to supply their own networks, and In practice they buy most
of their equipment from themselves. AT&T In particular, with a 65%
share of the switching market and a 75% share of the long distance
services market, dominates both the equipment and services markets, and
so benefits from a set of advantages. These Include the company's large
Installed base; the fact that network specifications are based on the
requirements of the AT&T telecommunications network; and the Influence
that the company has on the standardisation process In the US. At the
same time, however, Its procurement procedures are not transparent.
With regard to the RBOCs, the Community Is aware that these companies
are obI Iged to ensure that theIr procurement procedures are
nondiscriminatory. However, these procedures fat I short of those set
out In the proposed EC directive on procurement. Notably, the
procurement process followed by RBOCs Is not very transparent
Intimate knowledge of their organisation and pref~rences Is necessary.
The process Inherently favours suppliers which are most familiar with
the RBOCs. The RBOCs buy only 1% of their central switching
requirements outside North America, whl le the Independents buy 30%/40%.
A 6% Buy America preference applies to DoD procurement (unless waived
under the Memoranda of Understanding with NATO alI les) and to
procurement of Rural Telephone Cooperatives financed by the Rural
Electric Administration (USDA).
In addItIon, as noted In the chapter No. V on standards,
labelling and certification, the expense of testing certain
equipment through Bellcore can be very high In some cases,
although the system Is open to all In theory, In practice It
only to those suppl lers with the abl I lty to pay.

test lng,
network
so that
Is open

Government Influence on procurement can be very significant. The
Community's view Is that even privately owned telecommunications
operators are I iable to be pol ltlcal ly Influenced In their procurement.
With regard to the FCC, for example, the 1934 Communications Act
(section 214) provides that the FCC may Intervene In the procurement
process through the authorisation needed for the construction of I lnes.
The FCC may also exert an Influence under the "rate of return" method
of tariff regulation.
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Likewise,
the
local
state PUCs actively
regulate
Intrastate
communications. The most relevant aspect Is their administration of
the rate-of-return price-setting system, which Involves them In all
aspects of the RBOCs' operations. Indeed, It Is estimated that the
equivalent of 70% of BOC revenue Is regulated by PUCs rather than by
the FCC.
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

The Commission's services are at present exmtntng how best to estimate
the Impact of these restrictions.
D. Abuse of national security provisions
1.

Description

The Nat lona I SecurIty Act of 1947 and the Defense Product Ion Act of
1950 grant authority to the President and the Secretary of Defense to
Impose restrictions on foreign supplies to preserve the Industrial
mob! I tzatlon base and the overal I preparedness of the us. Congress can
also adopt Buy America restrictions citing national security Interests.
Each year, the Department of Defense Appropr tat Ions Act sets the Buy
American requirements for DoD.
The following procurement
security" grounds:

restrictions

were

adopted

on

"national

Coal and coke for use by the American forces In Europe
This restriction Is Intended to protect the market of US anthracite
producers and shippers. It may not be appt led If no US suppl les are
available. There
Is no exemption for procurement for US
Instal lations abroad, from local European suppt ters.
Supercomputers for the us Army
The Justification given for this restriction Is the need to develop
US capability In this area for national security purposes. It may
be waived If Secretary of Defense certifies to Congress that
foreign supply Is necessary to acquire capability, for national
security reasons, which cannot be met by domestic sources.
PAN carbon-fibres
This restriction requires that 50% of DoD purchases of
polyacrylonltrt le carbon fibre should be suppt ted by US sources by
1992. The obJective Is to establish and maintain a US Industry In
advanced composite materials. No waiver. or exemptions are provided.
DoD proposes to require 100% US sourcing this year.
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Miniature and Instruments (9-30 mm> ball bearings
This restriction was designed to protect the only three US firms
Involved In manufacturing these special bearings against Imports
from Japan and Singapore, which have achieved an Import penetration
of 70% of the US apparent consumption.
Naval vessels and coastguard vessels
The "Byrnes-Tollefson" amendment requires that US naval vessels and
coastguard vessels be bul It In US shipyards.
High-carbon ferrochrome
This restriction Is part of the Stockpl le Conversion Program and
was the result of a Section 232 study which concluded that the five
US firms which produce these chromltes were. threatened by Imports.
Selected

forging Items

This restriction covers anchor chains, propulsion shafts, periscope
tubes, rIngs, cannons, mortars, sma I I ca II ber weapons, turrets,
gears, crankshafts, etc. DoD procurement for these Items accounts
for 5% of the US forging Items consumption.
Speciality metals
This restriction Is based on the Berry Amendment and It limits
procurement exclusively to US suppl lers for the following metals:
alloyed steel, alloyed metals, titanium and Its alloys, zirconium
and Its al Joys. However, It Is waived for suppl lers from countries
which have a bl lateral cooperative agreement with the US.
Supply of anchor and mooring chains
This restriction appl les to alI kinds of chains under 4 Inches In
dIameter. It may be waIved If US fIrms cannot supp Iy Dod
requirements In a timely fashion.
In addition, the following Items, which are I lsted
reference, have already been described under section VI.C:

for

easler

Valves and machine tools
Fibres
Equipment used by the Voice of America
Hand and measuring tools
Automotive forging Items
Antlfrlctlon bearings
Telecommunications
2.

Comments/Estimated Impact

National security may be Invoked, under Article VIII of the GATT
Procurement Code, to deny national treatment to foreign suppl Iars. The
use of the "national security" Justification by the US has led In
practice to a substantial reduction of the DoD suppl les covered by the
GATT Code.
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VII.

EXPORT SUBSIDIES
A.

Export Enhancement Programme (EEP)

1.

Descrlotlon

The Food Security Act of 1985 (the Farm 81 I I) required the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) to use Commodity Credit
CorporatIon stocks worth $1 b I Ilion over a three-year period to
subsidise exports of us farm products, with the option of going up
to $1.5 billion. Although both ceilings were reached a long time
ago, the programme Is stl I I in operation.
This programme was
Intended to support wheat exports to a I lmlted number of countries,
most of which are traditional EC markets.
It Is now used for a
wide range of commodities (mainly wheat, wheat flour, barley, feed
grains, vegetable oils, poultry, eggs and dairy cattle) and for
exports to all food Import lng countr les except Japan and South
Korea.
In particular, In 1987, the United States added China and
the USSR to the I Ist of countrIes to whIch EEP can app I y and,
overal I, almost half of alI EEP wheat sales have been targeted to
these countries.
The Trade Act prolonged the programme to 1990 and Increased It from
$1.5 bl I I ion to $2.5 bl I I ion, thus extending further Its depressive
effect on world markets. The US Administration's proposed 1990 Farm
81 I I reinforces the tough US attitude, suggesting the continuation
of EEP without specified programme I lmi~s and commodity coverage.
2.

Estimated Impact

As of 2 January 1990 about 77.6 ml I I ion tons of wheat, 3.0 ml I I ion
tons of wheat flour, 8.2 ml I I ion tons of barley, 0.24 mi I I ion tons
of frozen poultry, 50.7 ml II ion dozen eggs and substantial
quantities of dairy cattle, malt, vegetable oil, and feed grains
have been
announced
for
export
subsldlsatlon
within
the
programme.
In financial terms, subsidies already granted are
valued at approximately $2,641 ml 1 I ion.

B.

Marketing Loans

1.

oescrlptlon

Marketing loans have been provided for In the Farm Act of 1985 but
on an optional basis. So far they have only been used for cotton
and rice. The most significant commodities have not yet benefited.
The 1990 Farm 81 I I proposals suggest the continuation of mandatory
marketing loans for upland cotton and rice.
2.

Estimated Impact

Extended subsidies for agriculture, such as marketing loans, have
the effect of continuing to exert downward pressure on world prices
at a time when everybody should be working towards Improving
conditions on the world market.
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c.

Targeted Export Assistance

1.

Description

The Food Security Act of 1985 establ !shed a new programme, entitled
Targeted Export Assistance (TEA).
Under this programme, the
Secretary of Agriculture had to provide $110 ml II ion (or an equal
value of Commodity Credit Corporation commodities) each fiscal year
untl I FY 1988, speclflcal ly to offset the adverse effect of
subsidies, Import quotas, or other unfair trade practices abroad.
For fiscal years, 1989 and 1990, figures of $200 ml II ion and $220
ml I I ion have been approved. The proposed 1990 Farm Bl 1 I recommends
continuing the T.E.A. at a maximum level of $200 ml I I ion a year.
For these purposes, the term "subsidy" Includes an export subsidy,
tax rebate on exports, financial assistance on preferential terms,
financing for operating losses, assumption of costs of expenses of
production, processing, or distribution, a differential export t~x
or duty exemption, a domestic consumption quota, or any other
method of fu~nlshlng or ensuring the aval labl I lty of raw materials
at artificially low prices.
The 1985 Act authorises priority assistance to producers of those
agricultural commodities that have been found under Section 301 of
the Trade Act of 1974 to suffer from unfair trade practices or that
have suffered retal latory actions related to such a finding.
2.

Estimated Impact

For fiscal year 1988 about $100 million has been used to provide
subsidies for this programme for promoting exports of high value
products (e.g. wine, fruits, vegetables, dried fruits and citrus),
mostly to Europe and the Far East.
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VIII

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
A.

Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930

1.

oescr!pt!on

International Trade Commission procedures.
Under this Section, as amended by the Omnibus Trade Act of 1988,
complainants may choose to petition the International Trade
Commission (lTC) for the Issuance of an order excluding entry Into
the US of products which allegedly violate US patents.
lTC
procedures ental I a number of elements which accord less favourable
treatment to Imported products challenged as Infringing US patents
than that accorded to products of US origin simi larry challenged.
The choice of the lTC procedure over normal domestic procedures for
complainants with respect to Imported products Is Itself an
Inconsistency.
In addition, the lTC has to take a decision with
regard to such a petition within 90 days after the publ !cation of a
notice In the Federal Register. Although In compl lcated cases this
period may be extended by 60 days, even this extended period Is
much shorter than the time It takes for a domestic procedure to be
concluded In cases where the Infringer Is a US company. There are
also several other features of the Section 337 procedure which
constitute discriminatory treatment of Imported products
the
lim I tat Ions on the ab I I 1ty of defendants to counterc Ia lm. the
possibility of general exclusion orders and the possibility of
double proceedings before the lTC and In federal district courts.
Furthermore, Section 337 applies "In addition to any other
provisions of law". Suspension of a Section 337 Investigation Is
not automatic when a parallel case Is pending before a United
States District Court.
2.

Comments/Impact
The rapid and onerous character of procedures under Section 337 of
the Tariff Act of 1930 puts a powerful weapon In the hands of US
Industry. ThIs weapon Is, In the vIew of European fIrms, abused
for protectionist ends. As a result, European exporters may be led
to withdraw from the US market rather than Incur the heavy costs of
a contestation, particularly If the quantity of exports In question
Is I lmlted or If new ventures and smaller firms are Involved.
In the context of a procedure under Its new commercial policy
Instrument, the Community decided In 1987 to Initiate dispute
settlement procedures under Article XXIII of the GATT. The Panel
establ !shed upon the Community's request concluded that Section 337
of the United States Tariff Act of 1930 Is Inconsistent with
Article Ill :4, since Imported products challenged as Infringing
United States patents are less favourabiy treated than products of
United States origin which are similarly challenged. This
discrimination cannot, according to the Panel's findings, be
Justified under Article XX(d).
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The Panel also recommended that the Contracting Parties reQuest the
United States to bring the procedures appl led to Imported products
In patent Infringement cases Into conformity with Its obligations
under the General Agreement.
Ten months after Its release and after the United States had ceased
their opposition, the report was adopted by the Contracting Parties
of the GATT In November 1989. However, the US Administration made
It clear that It will continue to enforce Section 337 without
change, pending enactment of amending legislation which, In Its
view, could most effectively occur through legislation Implementing
the results of the Uruguay Round negotiations. President Bush and
USTR HI I Is declared on 7.1.90 that Section 337 wl I I continue to be
appl led untl I the Round Is concluded. The Community looks to the us
to take ful I account of the conclusions of the Panel when revising
the Section 337 mechanism, and expects the US to bring Section 337
Into conformity with GATT by the end of the Uruguay Round.
B.

Other Intellectual Property Issues

1.

oescr:lotlbn

a)

Trade

Marks

The US does not support International arrangements that would be of
benefit to European Interests In the US, particularly the Madrid
Agreement on the International Registration of Marks and the
Protocol relating to the Madrid Agreement, which was adopted at a
Diplomatic Conference In 1989.
Although the us has modified Its trademark legislation recently, It
Is still one of the v.ery few countries In the world which reQuires
that a mark be used before It can be registered. At the same time
It criticizes the progress made In the C9mmunlty In the
Intellectual property field and cal Is upon It to accelerate
ImplementatIon of CommunIty legIs Iat Ion whIch wou I d benefIt US
commercial Interests In Europe.
b)

Plscrlmlnatory features of patent Interference procedures.

In objecting to the granting of a US patent, evidence of prior
Inventive activity on US territory may be used to defeat an
appl lcatlon. Evidence of even earl ler Inventive activity abroad by
a foreign Inventor Is not taken Into consideration.
c)

Berne Convention

Until the United States acceded, In March 1989, to the Berne
Convention, copyright relations with (certain) Member States were
based on the Universal Copyright Convention with the result that,
In general, neither party protected works first published In the
other country before 1957~ As reQuired by Article 18 of the Berne
Convention, EC Member States party to the Berne Convention have now
extended protect Ion to pre-1957 US works. The US, however, has
chosen to Interpret Article 18 In a way which Is, In the EC view,
Incorrect and has not extended protection to pre-1957 works.
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Despite the clear obi lgatlon In Article 6bls of the Berne
Convention to provide for "moral rights" of authors, the United
States has taken no action to Implement this In their national law.
2.

Estimated Impact

It Is difficult to assess the Impact of these barriers but there Is
no doubt that It Is substantial.

c.
1.

Inadequate protection of geographical designations of European
wines

Description
Community legislation protects the geographical designations of
wines. In 1983 an exchange of letters at high officials' level
between the Community and the US provided a measure of protection
for EC geographical names to designate wine. The US undertook not
to appropriate such names (unless use was traditional) . This Is
the so-cal led non-erosion clause. The exchange of letters expired
In 1986 but the US has maintained Its commitment to this clause.
The US continues to provide less strict protection than exists
within the Community and this leaves the way open for the Improper
use of geographical designations of wines. Thus the US government
allows several EC geographical denominations of great reputation to
be used by US wine producers to designate wines of US origin.
The most significant examples are Burgundy, Claret, ChablIs,
Champagne, Chianti, Malaga, Marsala, Madeira, Moselle, Port, Rhine
Wine, Sauternes, Haut Sauternes, Sherry.

2.

Comments/E~tlmated

Impact

In a bl lateral context, the Commission Is stl I I awaiting the
publication of a final rule by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms (BATF) which would set out a positive list of wines for
wine designations.
In the multi lateral Uruguay Round negotiations on Intel iectual
Property the Community wishes to fix the standards defining the
geographical designations of the wines to be protected, Including
those currently granted the status "semi-generic" under US law
(Champagne, ChablIs, etc.).
Thus, at present the strictly controlled Community products find
themselves at a disadvantage on the US market In that they are In
direct competition with products. which are not as rigidly
regulated.
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IX. TAX BARRIERS
A. State Unitary Income taxation
1. pescrlptlon
Certain Individual US states assess state corporate Income tax for
foreign-owned companies operating within their state borders on the
basis of an arbltrarl ly calculated proportion of the total
worldwide turnover of the company. This proportion of total
wor ldwlde earnings Is assessed In such a way that a company may
have to pay tax on Income arising outside the state, thus giving
rise to double taxation. Quite apart from the added fiscal burden,
a state which appl les unitary taxation Is reaching beyond the
borders of Its own Jurisdiction and taxing Income earned outside
that Jurisdiction. This Is In breach of the Internationally
accepted principle that foreign-owned companies may be taxed only
on the Income arising In the jurisdiction of the host state- this
Is "the water's edge" principle. A company may also face heavy
compl lance costs In furnishing datal Is of Its worldwide operations.
The State of Cal lfornla, host to numerous forelgn~owned companies,
Is considered one of the most Important examples. In September 1986
It adopted a tax bl I I which provides for the water's edge
alternative to unitary taxation. The water's edge treatment may be
elected by a foreign corporation If more than 20% of Its property,
payrol I and sales are In the US. An "election fee" of 0.03% of the
foreign corporation's Californian property, payroll and sales has
to be paid If the water's edge treatment Is elected Instead of
unitary taxation.
In 1988 the law was modified In several ways which al levlated some
of the concerns of foreign-owned companies. Only companies that
elect the water's edge approach are now required to file domestic
disclosure spread sheets. The other major change was that If It
Qual lfles and elects to do so, a compnay must bind Itself
contractually to the water's edge approach for five rather than ten
years, as the law originally required.
Although the latest Californian legislation can be considered a
step forward, It Is still less than satisfactory. Although the
length of commitment has been shortened, a company must stl I I bind
Itself contractually for a five-year period In order to "elect" the
water's edge treatment. An annual election fee must be paid by a
company that takes the water's edge approach. A more basic
objection Is that extensive discretionary tax powers continue to be
granted to state tax authorities.
2. Estimated Impact
No assessment has been made of the effect of unItary tax on EC
Investment In the UnIted States, but EC-owned companIes consIder
this tax treatment to affect adversely their current or planned
operations.
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B. Premium Quality Automobiles
U.S. Federal law, Including provisions of the Internal Revenue Code
(IRC) and the United States Code (U.S.C.) Impose certain taxes and
penalties which function as trade barriers on Imported premium
qua I I ty automob I Ies.
While the EC does not contest the validity of the environment
protection objectives of these two measures, It questions their
appl lcatlon which discriminates against Community exports. In
addltlon,lt should be noted that the current application of these
provisions does not
fulfill
their environmental
protect ion
objective (see In particular point (I I) ).

(I) •Gas Guzzler• tax
1. Description

Since model year 1980, Section 4064 of the IRC has levied a U.S.
Federal Excise Tax on any Individual passenger automobile "of a
model type" whose fuel economy, as prescribed by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Is less than the determined
standard. The current standard Is 22.5 ml les per gallon (MPG). The
tax, which ranges from a low of $500 to a high of $3,850 per car,
known as the "Gas Guzzler" tax, Is Imposed on alI vehicles sold In
the u.s. that do not satisfy the prescribed standard. The tax,
levied on the ultimate customer of a vehicle, Is collected by the
manufacturer for the IRS from the ul lmate customer.
Although the gas guzzler has the appearance of a uniform domestic
tax, In practice the methodology for calculating the tax benefits
the u.s. domestic Industry.
The benefit to domestic manufacturers derives from t~e EPA
definition of "model type" (MT) which Is the basis for determining
the appl lcabl I lty of the tax. The EPA regulations define MT as any
vehicle with the same engine, car line, and transmission.
Generally, with I lmlted-1 lne European manufacturers, only one
vehicle constitutes a MT. In contrast, ful 1-1 lne U.S. manufacturers
have for years uti I lzed a single engine, car I lne and transmission
to market several different models. When this domestic practice Is
coupled with_ the mathematical procedure of sales weighting fuel
economy calculations, It results In domestic manufacturers being
able to market vehicles with equal and even lower fuel economy
values than foreign-made vehicles without being subject to the gas
guzzler tax.
An example of this practice Is evident from a situation where a
U.S. manufacturer has four vehicles that are classified as the same
model type (MT). The actual fuel economy of the vehicles Is 23.4 ;
21.8 ; 21.0 and 21.0 MPG. The plain meaning of the gas guzzler tax
would Indicate that alI but one of these vehicles should have a gas
guzzler tax applied. Indeed, this would be the case If the four
vehicles were from a European or other foreign manufacturer.
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However, because the EPA regulations allow alI four vehicles to be
grouped as a single fuel economy class based on UT, the domestic
manufacturer Is able to project sales of each of the four vehicles
so that a s 1ng 1e fue 1 economy f 1gure above 22.5 Is achIeved as ·
follows :
10.000 total UT sales
6000 UTI Sales + 2000 UT2 + 1000 UT3 + 1000 MT4
23.4 mpg
21.8
21.0
21.0

• 22.6 mpg

The sales numbers for the foregoing exampfes are not actual sales
figures but are relative to the actual projections used by the
manufacturer. In this example the manufacturer Is permitted to sel I
cars with EPA mileage ratings of 21.8, 21.0 and 21.0 without the
Imposition of the gas guzzler tax.
2. Comments/Estimated Impact
The current EPA regulations clearly favor U.S. manufacturers. This
Is evident from the fact that although significant numbers of U.S.
manufactured vehicles have fuel economy values below 22.5, the 1990
Fuel Economy Guide Indicates that the gas guzzler tax was appl led
to only two vehicles built by U.S. car makers.
Since 1984, the cars of several European Importers have been
subject to this tax. This has greatly Increased the burden on
American customers. This results In putting United States dealers
of European premium cars at a serious competitive disadvantage.
In addition to the gas guzzler tax having been appl led selectively
against European Imported cars In the past, there have also been
recent attempts to enact legislation which would double this tax
burden. The ability of European premium car purchasers to absorb
this unfair and discriminatory Increased cost In an Increasingly
competitive u.s. car market Is highly doubtful. Furthermore,
Importers or dealers cannot bear such an Increase without serious
economic conseQuences.

(II) CAFE (Corporate Average Fuel Economy) law
1. oescrlotlon
From model year 1978 and on virtually alI car makers marketing cars
In the U.S.A. are subject to the Imposition of penalties for
fal lure to achieve a minimum fuel efficiency, based on averages of
the fuel economy of the.lr entire u.s. sales.
The u.s. federal law Imposing such standards Is 15 u.s.c. Sec. 2008
(commonly known as the Corporate Average Fuel Economy law, "CAFE").
Enacted Into law In 1975 by the U.S. Congress, CAFE Is Intended to
Increase fuel efficiency and thereby reduce the U.S.A.'s dependency
on foreign sources of petroleum.
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2. Comments/Estimated Impact
Although the CAFE tax applies theoretically to virtually all car
makers doing business In the U.S., In reality the only .makers who
have paid the penalty are the I lmlted-1 lne premium car makers. The
CAFE
regulations are biased towards both
the
ful I
I lne
manufacturers (I.e. domestic manufacturers) that make both smal I,
fuel-efficient and larger vehicles and limited I lne manufacturers
that produce mostly smal I vehicles (e.g. Japanese manufacturers).
Thus, the only CAFE penalties paid thus far have been paid by
European I !mlted-1 lne car makers.
From 1983-89, a total of US $ 118 million has been levied on EC
manufacturers.
Full-line car makers, such as General Motors have been able to
meet the CAFE standard by averagIng the fue I economy of sma I I,
fuel-efficient cars with large cars.
The high cost of the CAFE penalties on limited-! ine premium car
makers gives ful 1-1 lne domestic car makers a competitive advantage
over Imported European cars. Both the Inadequacy of the system for
the purposes of environmental protection and Its discriminatory
nature are further demonstrated by the fact that a foreign company
bought by a U.S. manufacturer would be able to avoid the CAFE
pena It Ies It had been payIng In the past through use of the US
manufacturer's excess CAFE credits.
In addition, this measure unduly favors local content without any
effect on the average fuel efficiency. In effect, each car maker's
actual fuel efficiency Is determined each model year by the EPA and
Is expressed as a sales weighted average (MPG) for 2 categories of
cars :
the
first
category
corresponds
to
cars
domestlcal ly
manufactured (I .e. with a local content of more than 75% of the
total value of spare parts produced In the US);
the second category corresponds to "Imported cars" (where less
than 25% of the value of the. spare parts Is produced In the
US).
A US manufacturer who would have to pay the fine for his own line
o~ domestic car could escape paying this penalty by Increasing the
local content percentage of Imported smal I vehicles he selis. Thus,
cars previously considered as Imported would now be considered as
domestically produced. In this way, the average fuel efficiency of
manufacturers would appear to Increase, so reducing the penalty.
The pract leal effect of these regulatIons would therefore be to
"force Investment" In the U.S. to the detriment of Community
exports.
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C. Others

1. Description
Foreign corperatlons and related parties have been placed at a
disadvantage by federal and state US tax provisions :
- •Earnings stripping•

provision

The so-cal led "earnings stripping" provision places a I Imitation on
the extent to which Interest payments can be deducted from taxable
Income. The limitation applies when the Interest Is paid by a
corporation which Is subject to tax In the US, to a related party
which Is exempt from US tax. The majority of such tax exempt
related parties wl I I, In practice, be foreign corporations. The new
law I lmltlng excess Interest is designed to prevent foreign
companies artificially loading a US subsidiary with debt, beyond
that which would be sustainable on the balance sheet of a dependent
corporation. Such artificial loading can, In effect, transf-er
profits away from the us.
The objective of I lmltlng excess Interest Is reasonable and
consistent with the OECD model tax treaty. However, the US law uses
a formula as part of Its determination of excess Interest and this
Is Inconsistent with the International !y accepted arm's length
principle. The law provides for regulations to ensure that the
principle Is adhered to. Until those regulations are published It
will be Impossible to judge whether or not the US practice Is
consistent with tax treaties.
- Information reporting requirements

The Information reporting requirements of the US Tax Code with
respect to certain foreign-owned corporations have been extended
In a manner which Is both burdensome and extra-territorial :
The
foreign
ownership
threshhold
for
reporting
Is
expanded to Include corporations with at least one 25% foreign
shareholder.
The record keeping requirements are extended offshore by
requiring foreign corporations to transfer records, In certain
circumstances, to their US subsidiary.

us

law Is further extended offshore by requiring foreign
corporations to nominate their US subsidiaries as their agents
to receive IRS (Internal Revenue Services) summonses.
Penalties for failure to comply with reporting requirements
have been Increased considerably (from US$1,000 to US$10,000).
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-Discriminatory taxation by states
An example of this Is the discriminatory tax on Imported wines
appl led by the State of Florida. Whl le domestic wines are taxed at
between $0.25 and $2.95 per gallon, Imported wines are taxed at
$1.75- $3.58 per gallon.
2. Comments/Estimated Impact
The "earnings stripping" provision and the Information reporting
requirements could be discriminatory and are extra-territorial.
They could have the effect of discouraging foreign Investment In
the us.
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X.

Misuse of •national security• provisions
A. Import restrictions
1.

oescrlptlon
In recent years In the United States, domestic Industry has had
Increasing recourse to Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act
(the so-cal led national security clause). Under this section,
the Department of Commerce Investigates whether articles are
being Imported Into the US In such quantities or under such
circumstances as to threaten to Impair US national security.
Petition requirements are much looser under Section 232 than
under other trade statutes. Recent cases affecting Community
exporters have been machine tools (see separate entry under
sect !on VI), bear logs, crude oil and petroleum products, and
plastic moulding Injection machinery.
In the latter three
cases,
after exhaustive
Investigations, no
action
was
final !y taken to restrict Imports.
Under the Trade Act of 1988 the US government has reduced the
time I !mit for the Commerce Department to make an investl~atlon
from one year to nine months. In addition, the President must
now decide what action to take within 90.days of the
Department· s report. PrevIous Iy, there was no dead I Ine for
Presidential action.
The changes to Sect !on 232 under the Trade Act add to the
Community's concerns regarding the operation of this Section.
It seems that certain US Industries are attempting to obtain
protection under this statute Instead of, or In addition to,
the relevant
trade-related provisions (e.g.
antidumping
regulations).
In the bearings case, the Section 232 case was
one of three trade-related actions, Including : Section 232,
DOD Buy America rule (see separate entry under Section VI) and
anti-dumping cases.

2.

Comments/Estimated Impact
There was no direct Impact In the case of bearings, oil and
Exporters were,
moulding machinery as no action was taken.
nevertheless, subjected to uncertainty during the Investigation
and Incurred heavy expenses In defending the case.
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B. Exon-Fiorlo Amendment
1. Descrlotlon
Section 5021, the so-called Exon-Fiorlo amendment (from the
names of Its sponsors), provides that the President or his
nominee may Investigate the effects on US national security of
any mergers, acquisitions and takeovers which could result In
foreign control of persons engaged In Interstate commerce In
the us.
Should the President decide that any such transactions threaten
national security, he may take action to suspend or prohibit
them. This could Include the forced divestment of assets.
On 14 July 1989, the US Department of the Treasury published
draft regulations to Implement Section 5021 of the Trade Act of
1988.
2. Comments/Estimated Impact
While the European Community understands the wishes of the
UnIted States to take a I I necessary steps to safeguard Its
nat lona I securIty there Is concern that the scope of
appl !cation of the draft Regulations goes beyond what Is
necessary to protect essential security Interests. In this
context, the Community has hlghl lghted In comments to the US
Administration the wide scope of the definitions In the
Regulations, the lack of a definition of national security, and
the uncertainty as to which transactions are notifiable. These
uncertainties coupled with the fear of potential forced
divestment, have meant In practice that many foreign Investors
have felt compel led to give prior notification· of their
proposed Investments. Indeed the Treasury Itself has estimated
that 350 of an expected 700 foreign acquisitions of $1 ml I I ion
or more wl I I be prior notified this year.
If Implemented In a restrictive manner, the Exon-Fiorlo
provisions could Inhibit the efforts of OECD members to Improve
the free flow of foreign direct Investment and could conflict
with the principles of the OECD Code of Llberallsatlon of
Capital Movements. Such an approach would also harm common ECUS efforts to establish multilateral disciplines on traderelated Investment measures in the Uruguay Round negotiations.
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XI.

EXTRATERRITORIAL ASPECTS OF US LAWS
1.

Description
In the domain of International trade the US has a number of
laws on the statute books which leave considerable scope for
extraterritorial application. In particular the IEEPA(1) and
the EAA(2) have been app! led extraterritorial !y exposing
Community enterprises to confl ictlng requirements in the
different countries In which they operate.
The various regulations which are Issued under these Acts
employ various legal techniques whereby companies created under
the law of the Member States and operating In the Community are
regarded as US companies and whereby goods and technology, long
after they have left the us, are stl I I regarded as being
subject to US jurisdiction. These legal techniques have been
criticized already many times by the Community and Its Member
States, notably during the plpe-1 lne dispute of 1982, but they
continue to be appl led.
Serious extraterritorial concerns have also been raised by the
US Trade Act amendment to section I I of the EAA which provides
for sanctions against foreign companies which have violated
their own countries' national export controls,
If such
violations are determined by the President to have had. a
detrimental effect on US national securitY..
Moreover, these sanctions are of such a nature (prohibition on
contracting/procurement by US entitles and the banning of
Imports of a! I products manufactured by the foreign violator)
that they are contrary to the GATT and Its Pub! lc Procurement
Code.

2.

Comments/Estimated Impact
It
Is
general !y
recognized
that
the
extraterritorial
appl !cation of laws and regulations, where It exposes companies
to confl lctlng legal requirements, may have a serious effect on
International trade and Investment (cf. In particular the work
of the OECD on "Minimizing confl lctlng requirements. Approaches
of Moderation and Restraint"). Moreover, In many Instances the
extraterritorial application of certain laws Implies an
Intention to replace the laws or fundamental pol Icy of another
country or IntErnational entity, such as the EEC, within Its
own territory by the pol icy or laws of the foreign country in
question. This Is clearly contrary to International law.
It Is also the reason why many states Including Community
Member States have adopted blocking statutes In order to
counteract the consequences of the extraterritorial appl !cation
of foreign legislation.

(1) International Economic Emergency. Powers Act of 1977 (50 usc Sec
1701-1706)
(2) Export Administration Act of 1979, as amended.

- 53 For these reasons continued extraterritorial appl lcatlon of US
laws contributes to serious jurisdictional conflicts between
the US and the CommunIty and Its Member States and has a
negative Influence on the climate for trade and Investment
between the US and the Community.
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XII. BARRIERS RELATING TO FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
1. Description
Community financial Institutions generally benefit from national
treatment In the US; there are, however, certain aspects In which
federal or state laws discriminate against non-US financial
Institutions; besides, there are also restrictions to the expansion
of activities which, while affecting In the same way EC and US
financial Institutions, are more cumbersome to the former :
a) Restrictions on geographical expansion<*) :
-bank holding companies (either Incorporated In or outside the
US) are prohibited from establ lshlng or acquiring control of a
bank outside their "home State", unless the host State expressly
permits (section 5 of the International Banking Act and section
3(d) of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956); although some
llberallsatlon has taken place recently, many States do not
permit or Impose restrictions on the establishment or takeover
by bank holding companies which are not of the same State;
-a foreign bank or Its subsidiary not Incorporated In the US
cannot open branches In more than one State (section 5(a) of the
International Banking Act) (foreign banks with branches In
several States before 27 July 1978 were grandfathered- section
5(b) of IBA); domest !c banks are similarly restr lcted by the
McFadden Act;
- as regards Insurance, the fact that the competence to regulate
and supervise Insurance activities Is left to the States
(McCarran-Ferguson Act) has Imp! led that there Is a requirement
to obtain separate I lcense to operate In each State.
b) Restrictions to enter secur!tjes business<*)
Bank subsidiaries Incorporated In the US of a non-US bank may not
own a securities firm (section 20 of Glass Steagall Act, 12 USC
§377), although In January 1990 some of them have been authorised
to own subsidiaries which may engage to a I lmlted extent In
underwriting and deal log In corporate debt and equity securities
on the same basis as US owned bank holding companies. Similarly,
non-US banks with a bank subsidiary In the US may not own a
securities firm (section 4(a)(1) of the Bank Holding Company Act);
US branches of non-US banks are subject to the same restrictions
to engage In securities activities (section 8(a) of International
Banking Act). However, banks have been authorised by the Federal
Reserve Board to enter a number ·of securities related activities.
c) Other restrictions operating at the Federal !eye! :
-under Federal
law, directors of EC banks' subsidiaries
Incorporated In the US must be US citizens, although under
approval of the Comptroller of the Currency .up to half of the
number of directors may be foreign (cfr. 12 usc §72);
(*) us banks and Insurance companies may also be affected by these provisions
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- the way In which the Federal Reserve Board calculates the
limits on banks' uncollaterallsed Fedwlre daylight overdraft
capacity results In substantially lower capacities for foreign
banks non Incorporated In the US than for US chartered banks ;
-federal savings and loan associations are restricted In their
abl I lty to make Investments In certificates of deposit Issued by
uninsured offices of foreign banks (section 5(c) of the Home
Owners' Loan Act of 1933), or generally to Invest
In
certificates of deposits and other time deposits offered by
foreign banks (section 5(c)(1)(M) of the Home Owners' Loan Act
of 1933 and section 5 A(b)(1)(B) of Federal Home Loan Bank Act)
(most US branches of non-US banks do not engage In retal I
deposit activities In the US and are not required to obtain FDIC
Insurance) .
d) Other restrictions operating at the State level
I)

Banking :
Since deregulation Is taking place at a fast pace but on a
piecemeal basis, there Is some concern that some states may
have adopted or are Introducing measures which discriminate
against EC banks
-a number
of
States prohibit
foreign
banks
from
establishing branches within their borders, do not allow
them to take deposIts, or Impose on them spec I a I deposIt
requIrements
- some States have cItIzenship
Incorporators or directors ;

requIrements

for

bank

-certain States stl I I exclude the Issuance of stand-by
letters of credit for Insurance companies for reinsurance
purposes by branches and agencies from foreign banks
-certain States exclude from the posslbil lty to expand to
other States of a "regional compact" banks establ lshed In
the "regional compact" whose parent bank Is a non-US owned
bank, or I imlt the benefits of such expansion only to bank
holding companies which hold a large proportion of their
total deposits within the region ;
- In many ~tates branches and agencies of non-US banks are
forced to satisfy burdensome registration requirements to
engage In broker-dealer activities, with which US banks
need not comply
II)

Insurance
-certain
States
do
not
allow
the
operation
and
establ lshment of Insurers owned or control led In whole or
part by a foreign government or State ;
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-certain States
Impose special capital
and deposit
requirements for non-US Insurers or other specific
requirements for the authorisation of non-US Insurers ;
- some States Issue for non-US Insurers only
1 lcenses I lmlted in time or for shorter periods
e) Other restrictions

renewable

(
''---

-certain States
Impose reciprocity
requirements
for
the
establ lshment of branches or agencies of non-US banks, and most
States
Impose similar
reciprocity
requirements for
the
establ lshment of branches of non-US Insurance companies<*)
-at the Federal level, the Primary Dealers Act (section 3502
(b)(1) of the 1988 Omnibus Trade Act) Imposes the prohibition to
become or to continue to act as primary dealers of US government
bonds to firms from countries which do not satisfy reciprocity
requirements which have not been authorised before 31 July 1987
(with the exception of Canadian and Israeli firms);
tax barrIers : non-US banks operatIng in the US have to
calculate their allowable Interest expense deduction in a form
which disadvantages them, are subject to a 30% "branch profits
-tax" similar to a withholding tax, regardless of whether those
earnings have been transmitted outside the US, and are subject
to a tax dependent on the amount of the bank's Interest expense
deduction ("excess Interest tax") even if the bank has no
taxable Income; furthermore, In the appl lcatlon of this tax nonUS banks are disadvantaged In the use of certain tax exemptions;
- In many Instances, the most commonly available visa to
executives or managers of non-US banks Is temporary (maximum 5-6
years) and renewable only after the employee has left the US for
one year .

2.

Comments/Estimated Impact
The separation between banking and securities activities Is I lkely to
constitute, In an Increasingly globallsed International market, a
significant competitive disadvantage for EC banks, which cannot
compete In the US for certain businesses whl le US banks can engage in
securities activities In most Member States of the Community.
However, nine EC banks have had securities firms' subsidiaries
grandfathered under US legislation, and foreign banks now have an
opportunity to undertake to a I lmlted extent certain corporate
securities activities on the same basis as that recently granted to
US bank holding companies. The restrictions on inter-State activities
are a·lso a significant obstacle for the conduct of business within
the us.

(*) US banks and Insurance companies from other States may also be affected
by these provisions.
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The extraterritorial application of Internal US specialisation
requirements could also have a substantial and unwelcome Impact on
the structure of European financial groups. Community banks having a
bank subsidiary In the US may become affl I lated within the Community
with a Community Insurance company having an Insurance subsidiary In
the US, or with a Community securities firm having a subsidiary In
the US, or there may also be cases where a Community bank having a
branch or subsidiary In a State of the US merges with another
Community bank having a branch or subsidiary In the US In a different
State. In those cases, It may be necessary either to divest existing
bank, securities or Insurance operations In the us, or In any case to
drastlcal ly restrict existing US operations In the securities field.
The restrictions and discriminations existing at the State level have
a smaller adverse Impact on the competitive opportunities aval lable
to EC financial Institutions, but are nevertheless obstacles to
effective market access.

